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Image analysis has gained popularity in the medical field as there are many 
illnesses which require X-rays, Computerized Tomography (CT) scans and Magnetic 
Resonance (MR) images in order to enable accurate diagnosis of diseases, physician 
education and future research. The images collected through CT scans and MR imaging 
techniques require a database for efficient storage, search and retrieval. Medical image 
indexing, storage and retrieval based on image content arc an important feature of image 
database system. This thesis cxplor ·s the ability of ontcnt-bascd 1111<11c Retrieval 
( BIR) a a rctric c method and development in the domain of medic, I imagmg. 
ontent-based image rctric al ( BIR) refers to the ability to retrieve image on the basi 
of image content. Quer b Image Content (QB! ) tool in IBM DB2 UDB will be use to 
apply this queries technique. Jn order to quer the image by content in Bl first must 
create QBIC catalog for the images to catalog the images (adding entries for the images 
to the catalog and taring alue for image features). then built a query to retrieve the 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
The medical imaging field has grown substantially in recent years and has 
generated additional interest in methods and tools for the management, analysis, and 
communication of medical images. 
Increasing computerization of the process or acquiring and storing diagnostic 
images requires more sophisticated approaches to image retrieval in order to optimally 
use the ima res for improved h •alth-carc delivery, physician education and research. 
ontcnt-ba cd image retrieval ( BIR) or content-based visual information retrieval is a 
vivid research area in the field of computer vi ion over the la t I 0 years. Many program 
and tools ha e been de eloped to formulate and c cccutc queries based on the visual or 
audio content and to help browsing large multimedia repositories. ti 11, no general 
breakthrough has been achieved \\ ith respect to large varied databa c with documents 
of differing sort and with ar ing charactcri tics. 
IR refers t th ability to retrieve images on the basis of image content, as 
( pposcd n the bn i of some textual description of the images. Image content is 
typi ally defined by a set of features extracted from an image that describe the color, 
tc 'lure and/or hape of the entire image or of specific image regions. Given a query 
image, the goal fa BIR system is to search the database and return then mo t visually 
similar images to the query image. An example of a retrieval query of thi sort would be 
"shov rm: images from a given databa c that is similar to a parti .ular i111a, .". key 









the computer and that can serve as the index of the data retrieval. CBIR differs 
fundamentally in its focus from a variety of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence 
techniques that have been applied to computer-aided medical image interpretation. In 
CBIR the emphasis is on the development of an efficient and practical database 
methodology for recognizing and retrieving patterns in medical images that represent 
pathological processes. 
Technologies Computerized Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) have radically changed the ' ay physicians diagnose and treat disease. 
omputed Tomography also known as computed axial tomography, or AT scan, 
medical technology that uses rays and .ornputcrs to produce three-dimensional image 
of the human body. Unlike traditional ( ra s,' hich highlight dense body parts, such as 
bones, CT pro ides detailed iev s of the body' oft ti sue , including blood ve els, 
muscle tissue. and organ , uch as the brain. While conventional X rays provide nat two- 
dimensional images. CT image depict a cross-section of the body. Newer technology, 
MRI can use a powerful magnet to take pictures or in .idc the body. MR images are 
created b , u ing a magneri · field. radio waves, and a computer. MRI can generate thin- 
. ecti n irnauc of any part of the body-including the heart, arteries, and veins-from 
nnv anulc and dire tion. without surgical invasion and in a relatively short period of 
time. f I ].[-],[22] 
\~ ith digital imaging and communication in medicine (DlCOM), a standard for 
irna zc communication has been set and patient information can be stored with the actual 
image. although still has a few problems prevail with re pect to the iandardization. 
'ontcnt-bascd access to medical images for supporiin • lini ·al d .cision 11wki11 • has 









It needs to be stated as well that the goal of CBIR is not, in general to replace 
text-based retrieval methods as they exist at the moment but to complement them with 
visual search tools. It will be an indispensable component of image database. 
1.2 Problem Definition 
The ever-increasing volume of medical images the economic impracticality of 
manually indexing these images, and the inadequacy of human language alone to 
describe image contents that are visually rcco inizablc and medically significant, such as 
shape and •comctry, color, texture or objects within imu ics. nil provide irnpctu · for 
research and development tov ard practical ontcnt-Bnscd lmngc Retrieval ( BIR) 
system that could become a tandard offering of the medical library of the future. 
Basic to a CBIR system is the ability to efficiently manage the performance, torage, and 
memory requirem nts of image . CBIR system (i) have the capability to retrieve image 
based on their contents: (ii) are domain independent: ::111d (iii) can be automated. Because 
of their ize and complexit , images have pccial computation and resource 
requirements. omc issues have identified. 
• under landing image users' needs and information-seeking behavior 
identifi at ion of suitable ways of describing image content 
extracting uch features from raw images 













1.3 Project Aims 
Traditionally, images were stored in the flat file, which are difficult to search. 
This project is to develop images databases, which provide efficient acquisition and 
storage of medical images. 
The aim of this project is to clarify some of the issues raised by CBIR technique, 
by reviewing its current capabilities and limitations. and its potential usefulness to users 
in higher education and elsewhere. 
Research effort arc focused to the uvnilabl · literature in the field or content- 
ba cd access to mcdi al images data and on the technologies used in the field to develop 
a medical image storage and rctric al s tern. 
Theo erall goal of thi project is to make a significant contribution to the image- 
by advancing CBJR techniques applied to the MR and T images. pccific objective 
include conduct research and identif the steps needed for contcnt-ba ed indexing, 
feature extracti n, feature clas ification, apply the technique for irnage-ba ed retrieval 










1.4 Project Scope 
CBIR system for CT and MR images will be develop according to the following 
parameters: 
a) Develop a database containing the details and medical images of the patient. 
b) Provide search methods to the user for image searching 
c) Create an interface as primary model of communication between the users 
and the database. 
d) Provide a link to the I i1111.:11sio11al dutu lilts ofp.ui ·111 
The project is basicall re olving around under landing the content-ba. ed image 
retrieval technique algorithm and code the algorithm using a chosen programming 
language, most! Structured Quer Language (SQL). S L is a powerful tool for 
manipulating data. It is the de facto standard query language for relational database 
management y terns (RDBM s) and is used by leading RDBM products such as 









1.5 Project limitations 
There are some constraints and limitations in this project research and 
development. This project design for store and retrieve only CT and MR images. These 
images are in grey level format, therefore cannot retrieve by color features. Most articles 
that propose content-based queries do give details use color features, mostly in the form 
of color histogram. However. as many of the images in medical domain do not contain 
colors, texture and shape feature should use to query the image content. 
The T and MR irna ics need particular software to open and view its. Therefore 
these images should converted first to image formal supported by development tools. 
Due to the lack of knowledge in CBlR technique plus the complexity of the actual 
system, many research and stud should conduct in order to discover news fact and 
information. Therefore I ha e chosen to develop the main feature of the sy tern and have 









1.6 Project Development Schedule 
Project scheduling cursors of the whole development activities rs carefully 
planed out to achieve a systemic progress and ensure on-time delivery of this project. It 
is important to have a project schedule as it act as a time management and control to the 
developer. This will make sure I am in route of· the direction of this project. The 
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1. 7 Report layout 
Chapter 1 Introduction serves as introduction to the entire project. It overviews the 
project system, objectives, scopes, aims expected outcome, project schedule and 
facilities required. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review focus on the survey, CBIR features, capabilities and 
system architecture, technologies and tools that will be apply to the project system. 
Chapter 3 Methodology fairly discusses the development methodology, functional, 
non-functional or system and select ion or development tools to develop the system. 
Chapter .t System Analysis and Design analysis and describe the design issues 
involved in developing this project, such as system functionalities, system hierarchy 
design, database design and user interface design. 
Chapter 5 System Implerneutatiou implements the vanous components of the 
ystem (coding) based on the collected requirement These include development 
environment. s -stcm coding. coding style and y tem development. 
hapt r 6 System Testing performs the testing strategy, testing manual or code 
re ult of te ting and changes made after testing. 
hapter 7 Discussion and Conclusion mention about the problem encountered and 










Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction to image retrieval 
Interest in the potential of digital images has increased enormously over the last 
few years. Users in many professional fields are exploiting the opportunities to access 
and manipulate remotely-stored images in many ways. However, if we are aiming at 
automatic retrieval of images, it should be unsurprising that encapsulating the semantics 
or meaning in the image is an difficult clwllenge. This is because visual features of 
images arc difficult to be described usin • words and the pro .css of loc.uin • a desired 
image in a large and varied collection of irna res can be a very tiring and time 
consu1111ng. 
The problems of image retrieval are becoming widely recognized, and the search 
for solutions increasing! an acti e area for research and development. An image 
retrie al system is a computer system for browsing, searching and retrieving images 
from a large databa e of digital images. It can be based on a textual description of the 
unauc in the database. In the text-ba ed systems, first the image are annotated 
manually and th n u e a Text-based Database Management System (DBMS) for image 
r itricval, but the manual annotation of the images is time-consuming and ambiguous. 
Therefor . content-based image retrieval (CBIR) aims at avoiding a textual description 
and rctrie ing images based on their visual similarity to a user-supplied query image 
instead. 
Increasing computerization of the process or acquirin • and storinu medical 










imaging requires more sophisticated approaches to image storage and retrieval in order 
to optimally use the images for physician education, research and etc. 
The main difference between the general image formats and the medical image 
formats is that the latter usually contains more information such as patient's name and 
the settings of the equipment used to produce the image. The image data includes the 
pixel image data and information such as the numbers of bits per pixel, the binary 
storage of the pixels, the size of the image and the number of images per file. Usually 
med ica I image data includes add itiona I in format ion uch a description or the image, 
results ofthe analysis on the data. a history of the proccssin 1 of the data. There arc many 
formats for toring medical image data. The most u cd arc the Tl Fl- (ta 1gcd image file 
format). Medical ima ic conversion system v as designed and implemented to perform 
conversions between the most common medical image format . [ 12),f 13],[ 16] 
2.2 Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
The earliest u e of the term content-based inuuse retrieval in the literature seems 
to have been by Kato[ 199-l, to describe his experiments into automatic retrieval of 
image from a database b colour and shape feature. The term has since been widely 
11. cd to de. ribc the process of retrieving desired images from a large collection on the 
ba i f feature (such as colour, texture and shape) that can be automatically extracted 
from the images themselves. The features used for retrieval can be either primitive or 
semantic. but the extraction process must be predominantly automatic. Retrieval of 
images by manually-assigned keywords is not BIR as the term is 1c11erally under tc d. 










CBIR differs from classical information retrieval in that image databases are 
essentially unstructured, since digitized images consist purely of arrays of pixel 
intensities, with no inherent meaning. One of the key issues with any kind of image 
processing is the need to extract useful information from the raw data (such as 
recognizing the presence of particular shapes or textures) before any kind of reasoning 
about the image's contents is possible. 
Research and development issues in CBIR cover a range of topics, many shared 
with mainstream image processing and information retrieval. Currently, BIR 
researches mainly focus on three tori .s: Icatur · ixtr« tiou. ·fTi i int indexing and user 
interface. 
• Feature extraction. Features of image include primitive fcntures and 
semantic/logical feature::.. Primitive features such as color, texture, shnpc and spntia! 
relationships are quanriiari e in nature, they can be extracted automatically or erni- 
automatically. Logical features are qualitative in nature and provide abstract 
repre entation of vi ual data at various level, or detail. Typically, logical features are 
extracted manual! r emi-automatically. ne or more feature can be used in a specific 
n1 pli ation. For example, in a atellite information system, the texture features are 
irnportanr, while hape and color features are more important in trademark registration 
1 
tern . The texture and shape features gain important in medical images. Once the 
feature. ha e been extracted, the retrieval becomes a task of measuring similarity 
bet. ccn image features. 
• 
Efficient indexing. To facilitate efficient query and scarchin 1 pro .essmg. the 









approximately represented, they may not have embedded order, and they may have inter 
related multiple attributes. Therefore, flexible data structures should be used in order to 
facilitate storage/retrieval in a image retrieval system. 
• User interface In visual information systems, user interaction plays an important 
role in almost all of its functions. The user interface consists of a query processor and a 
browser to provide the interactive graphical tools and mechanisms for querying and 
browsing the database, respectively. Common query mechanisms provided by user 
interface are: query by keyword, query by sketching, query by example, browsing by 
categories, lceture selection and weighting. tetticvnl relining and relevance feedback. 
These three ta ks comprise three key components of a Bl R system. Among 
these three main tasks, feature extraction (including similarity mca urement) is the most 
paramount and difficult task. The majority of BIR research goes into this challenging 









2.3 Characteristics of image queries 
What kinds of query are users likely to put to an image database? To answer this 
question in depth requires a detailed knowledge of user needs - why users seek images, 
what use they make of them, and how they judge the utility of the images they retrieve. 
Common sense evidence suggests that images are required for a variety of reasons, 
including: 
• illustration of text articles, conveying information or emotions di fficult to 
describe in words, 
• display or detailed data (such as radiology images) for analy 
• formal recording of design data (such as architectural plans) for later use. 
Access to a desired image from a repository might thus involve a search for 
images depicting specific t pes of object or scene, or containing a specific texture or 
pattern. Potentially, images have many types of attribute which could be used for 
retrieval. including the pre ence of a particular combination of colour, texture or shape 
features. 
From th above information, it is known that image in database can be indexed 
and retrieve using either textual information or content information. Image content can 
be de cribcd using primitive features such as color, texture, shape or the combination of 













Figure 2.1 Image descriptions using different information 
2.3. I Color 
In stock photography (lar ic, varied databases (or being used by artists, advertisers and 
journalists), color has been the most effective feature and almost all systems employ 
colors. Although most of the images arc in red, green, blue (RGB) color space, this 
space is only rarely used for indexing and querying as it docs not corrc pond well to the 
human color perception. It onl seems reasonable to be used for images taken under 
exactly the same conditions each time such as trademark images. Other pace such as 
hue. aturation and Iightne s (H L) are much better with re peel to human perception 
and are rn re frequently u ed. Thi mean that differences in the color space are similar to 
th difference betwe n colors that human perceive. Much effort has also been spent on 
creating olor paces that are optimal with respect to lighting conditions or that are 
in ariant to hape and other influences such as viewing position. This allows identifying 
color c en under varying conditions but on the other hand information about the 
absolute colors is lost. In specialized fields, namely in the medical domain. ab elute 
color or grey level features arc often of very limited cxpr .ssivc power unless exact 










grey level features are less important in medical images, the texture and shape features 
gain in important. 
2.3.2 Texture 
Retrieval of images on the basis of texture similarity may not be very useful. But the 
ability to match on texture similarity can be useful in distinguishing between areas of 
images with similar color. Most of the techniques do calculate the relative brightness of 
selected pairs of pixels from each image. From these it is possible to calculate measures 
of image texture such as the degree or contrast. coarsenes ·. directionality and regularity, 
periodicity, directionality and randomness. Tcxtur · queries can be formulated in a 
similar manner to color queries, by selecting examples of desired textures from a palette, 
or by suppl ing an example query image. The system then retrieve images with texture 
measures most similar in value to the query. 
Some of the most common measures for capturing the texture of images are 
wavelets and Gabor filters. The Gabor filter" do seem to perform better and correspond 
well to the properties of the human visual cortex for edge detection. These texture 
rnca urc tr t apturc th characteristics of the image or image parts with respect to 
hangcs in certain directions and the scale of the changes. This is most useful for regions 
r irnag with homogeneous texture. [14], [15], [16] 
2.3.3 hapc 
Most rcscarche on CBI R have contributed to color/texture based indexing and retrieval. 










Shape is one of key visual features used by human for distinguishing visual data 
along with other features of color and texture. Compare with color and texture, shape is 
easier for user to describe in the query, either by example or by sketch. While for color 
and texture feature, the query is usually presented by example, because it is impractical 
for ordinary users to sketch a colored or a textured image as query. 
The ability to retrieve by shape is perhaps the most obvious requirement at the 
primitive level. Unlike texture, shape is a fairly well-defined concept - and there is 
considerable evidence that natural objects are primarily recognized by their shape. A 
number of features characteristic or object shape (but independent or size or orientation) 
arc computed for every object identified within each stored image. Queries arc then 
answered b computing the same set of features for the query image, and retrieving 
those stored images whose features most closely match those of the query. Queries to 
shape retrieval systems are formulated either by identifying an example image to act as 
the query, or as a user-drawn sketch. [3], [ 13], [20] 
_.4 Overvi w f CT and MR images 
edi al images are at the heart of the healthcare diagnostic procedures. They 
ha c provided not only a noninvasive mean to view anatomical cross-sections of internal 
irgan , ti ucs, bone and other features of patients but also a mean for physicians to 
evaluate the patient's diagnosis and monitor the effects of the treatment. and D r 










Medical images come from a board spectrum of imaging sources such as 
computerized tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital 
mammography and positron emission tomography (PET), and they generate a staggering 
amount of image data and important medical information. 
2.4.1 Computerized Tomography (CT) 
Computed Tomography also known as computed axial tomography, or CAT scan, 
medical technology that uses X rays and computers to produce three-dimensional images 
of' the human body. Unlike traditional X rays, which hi ihli •ht dense body parts, such as 
bones, T provides detailed views of the body's on tissues, including blood vessels, 
muscle tis ue, and organs, such a the brain. While conventional X rays provide flat two- 
dimensional images CT images depict a cross-section of the body. 
A patient undergoing a CT scan rests on a movable table at the center of a donut- 
shaped scanner, which is about 2.4 m (8 11) tall. The T canner contains an X-ray 
source. which emits beams of X rays; an X-ray detector, which monitors the number of 
ray· that strike variou parts of its surface; and a computer. The source and detector 
fa c en h thcr on the inside of the scanner ring and are mounted so that they rotate 
around the rim of the canner. Beams from the X-ray source pass through the patient and 
arc recorded on the other side by the detector. As the source and detector rotate in a 360° 
circle around the patient, X-ray emissions are recorded from many angles. The resulting 
data are sent to the computer, which interprets the information and translate it into 










within the scanner, doctors can obtain a series of parallel images, called slices. Doctors 
analyze a series of slices to understand the three-dimensional structure of the body. 
To enhance an image, patients may be given an injection of a substance that will 
increase the contrast between different tissues. The patient may also be asked to drink a 
liquid that makes internal organs more clearly visible in the CT scan. Contrast agents are 
commonly used for scans of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis. 
The speed at which CT slices are obtained has increased dramatically since this 
technology wa developed during the late 1960s and early 1970s by British engineer ir 
odfrcy Newbold I lounslicld and American physicist Allan Macl.cod ormuck. The 
first CT scanner required 4.5 minutes or scanning and I.~ minutes of' computer 
reconstruction to generate a single slice. The latest generation or CT scanners creates a 
slice in about one second. 
CT was first used to iew the tissues of the brain. and this is till its most 
frequent application. CT of the brain can show if' an accident victim has sustained a 
brain injury. or if bleeding is occurring in the brain of a stroke victim. CT is also 
c mmonl u cd to diagno e disorders involving the chest, abdomen, spine, and pelvis. 
T ma 1 be u cd to determine the location and size of a cancerous tumor and whether the 
cancer ha spread to other parts of the body. Newer applications for CT include CT 
angiography, which provides detailed images of the interior of small blood vessels and 
images or the interior of hollow structures, such as the colon and the airway of the 










2.4.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), medical diagnostic technique that creates images 
of the body using the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance. A versatile, powerful, 
and sensitive tool, MRI can generate thin-section images of any part of the body- 
including the heart, arteries, and veins-from any angle and direction, without surgical 
invasion and in a relatively short period of time. MRI also creates "maps" of 
biochemical compounds within any cross section of the human body. These maps give 
basic biomedical and anatomical information that provides new knowledge and may 
allow early dia inosis or many diseases. 
MRI is possible in the human body because the body is filled with small 
biological "magnets," the most abundant and responsive of which is the proton, the 
nucleus of the hydrogen atom. The principles of MRI take advantage of the random 
distribution of protons, which possess fundamental magnetic properties. Once the patient 
is placed in the cylindrical magnet, the diagnostic process follows three basic steps. 
First. MRI creates a stead 1 state within the body by placing the body in a steady 
magneti field that i 0.000 times stronger than the earth's magnetic field. Then MRI 
. timulatcs the b d with radio waves to change the steady-state orientation of protons. It 
th in stop the radio waves and "listens" to the body's electromagnetic transmissions at a 
elected frequenc . The transmitted signal is used to construct internal images of the 
body using principles similar to those developed for computerized axial tomography. or 
'J\T scanners. 
In current medical practice, MRI is preferred for din inosin • most diseases 1.. f th· 









resolution and superior contrast resolution to that of X-ray CAT scanners. They produce 
functional information similar to that of positron emission tomography (PET) scanners 
but with superior anatomical detail. MRI scanners also provide imaging complementary 
to X-ray images because MRI can distinguish soft tissue in both normal and diseased 
states. Although an MRI scan is relatively expensive, it may actually reduce costs to 
patients and hospitals by providing diagnostic evaluation to outpatients and thereby 
frequently limiting more expensive hospitalization. Because it does not use ionizing 
radiation, MRI is risk free except for patients with cardiac pacemakers, patients who 
might have an iron filin is next lo their eyes (for example, sheet metal workers), patients 
with inner car transplants, and patients with aneurysm clips in their brains. 
Some expert once expected that T would be replaced by the newer technology 
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which uses magnetically charged substances 
within the body to create diagnostic images. Nevertheless, CT continues to have several 
advantages over MRI, including Im er cost, wider availability, shorter examination time, 
superior imaging of the chest and abdomen, and the ability to create images without the 
str ng magneti field re [uired by MRI. At present, CT and MRI are complementary, 
rather than c mperiti e technologies. [I], [6], [8], [ 12], [22] 
2..t.3 The Anatomical Planes 
Four imaginary planes pass through the body in the anatomical position, which help to 










The median plane is an imaginary vertical plane that passes through the middle 
of the body, dividing it into left and right halves. The sagittal plane is a vertical plane 
which runs parallel to the median plane, but does not necessarily pass through the body's 
midline. In effect, the median plane is a specific type of sagittal plane. The coronal plane 
is a vertical plane which is perpendicular to the median and sagittal planes, and is 
sometimes also ref erred to as the frontal plane. The horizontal plane, or transverse plane, 
is a plane which splits the body or body part in que tion into upper and lower parts. The 
diagram below show each or these planes. 
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Figure 2.2 Median, Horizontal and Coronal planes 
Horizontal 
Thcr i a language used by medical practitioners of all kinds (chiropractors. 
sur icons, nurse , etc). When discussing the body and its ailments the basic terms need to 
know arc: a) Sagittal: left and right b) Transverse: divides top and bottom. c 
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2.5 Storage and Access methods 
Although most systems do not talk in detail about the underlying storage, 
however this is important for interactive systems to keep response times at bay. 
Common storage methods used are relational database, self-made structures or simply to 
keep entire index in the main memory which will inevitably cause problems when using 
large databases. 
A database management system gives the user acces to data that is transformed 
into information. This .ystcm allow users to create, update and extract information from 
their database ornparc to a manual filling system, the advantages of a computerized 
database system are speed, accuracy and accessibility. Relational database system is 
good for managing large amount of data. It is based on two-dimensional tables in which 
each item appears as a raw. The table was originally called as relations which led to the 
name relational database. The relationships among the data are expressed by comparing 
the values stored in the tables. Query languages like tructured Query Language (SQL) 
are u ed to retrie e information from the tables. The relational database provides 
important feature like fa t querying, sharing of objects among program and permanent 








2.6 Review of Shape Representation and Description Techniques 
Shape is an important visual feature and it is one of the primitive features for 
image content description. However, shape content description is a difficult task. 
Because it is difficult to define perceptual shape features and measures the similarity 
between shapes. To make the problem more complex, shape is often corrupted with 
noise, defection, arbitrary distortion and occlusion. 
Shape research has been an active research area for over 30 years. In the pa t, 
shape research has been driven mainly by object rcco mition. As a r .sult, techniques of 
shape representation and description mostly target at particular applications. 
Effectiveness or accurac is the main concern f these technique . In contrast, in the 
newly emerged multimedia application CBIR, efficiency is envi aged equally important 
as effectiveness due to online retrieval demand. A new world standard MPEG-7, known 
as "Multimedia Content Description Interface" has been developed to address the issue 
of audio/visual information de .cription. In the development of M PEG-7, six 
requirement ha been et to rn asure a shape descriptor, they are: good retrieval 
a urac . mpa t features, general application, low computation complexity, robust 
rctric al performance and hierarchical coarse to fine representation. 
Generali), there are two types of approaches in shape representation. One is the 
contour based shape method and the other is the region based method. Region based 










2.6.l Contour-based Shape Representation Techniques 
Contour shape techniques only exploit shape boundary information. There are generally 
two types of very different approaches for contour shape modeling: continuous approach 
(global) and discrete approach (structural). Continuous approaches do not divide shape 
into sub-parts; a feature vector derived from the integral boundary is used to describe the 
shape. The measure of shape similarity is either point-based matching or feature-based 
matching. Discrete approaches break the shape boundary into segments, called 
primitives using a particular criterion. The final representation is usually a tring or a 
graph (or tree); the similarity measure is done by strin • murchin • or •raph matching. In 
the following, these two type of approaches arc discussed. 
2.6.1.1 Global Methods 
Global contour shape representation techniques usually compute a multi-dimensional 
numeric feature vector from shape boundary information. The matching between shapes 
a straightforward process. which is usually conducted by using a metric distance, such 
a -uclidean di tan c or city block di tance. Point feature based matching is also used in 
particular applications. 
2.6. l.2 Structural Methods 
nether member in shape analysis family is structural shape representation. \~ ith 
structural approach, shapes are broken down into boundary segments called primitive . 
Structural methods differ in the selection of primitives and the organization of the 
primitives for shape representation. Common m ·tllmls or boundnr I· .umpositiun mt: 









2.6.2 Region-based Shape Representation Techniques 
In region based methods, all the pixels within a shape region are taken into account to 
obtain the shape representation. Common region based methods use moment descriptors 
to describe shape. Other region based methods include grid method, shape matrix, 
convex hull and media axis. 
2.6.2.1 Global Methods 
lobal methods treat shape as a whole; the result rcprcscntution is a numeric feature 
vector which can be used for shape description. 
2.6.2.2 Structural Methods 
Similar to the contour structural methods, region-ba ed structural methods decompo e 
shape region into parts which are then u ed for shape repre entation and description. 
ntour-ba ed approache are more popular than region-based approaches. 
Be c u c it i belie ed that human being discriminates shapes mainly by their contour 
fcatur . The majority of real world objects have clear contours which are readily 
a ailable. Ther fore, contour methods can easily find applications. Contour based 
m thod u ually involve less computation than their region-based counterparts. 
I Iov ever, c ntour shape descriptors are more easily affected by noise and variation 
than region-based shape descriptors because they use less hapc in formation than region- 









independent. Generally, every shape technique has its advantages and disadvantages. 
[ 13], [20] 
2.7 Overview of existing Content-based image retrieval systems 
The best-known and representative commercial CBIR system is the Query by 
Image Content (QBJC) system developed by Niblack and colleagues at IBM Almaden 
Research enter in San .lo e. It offers retrieval by any combination of color, texture or 
shape as well as by text keyword. lma ic qu .ries can be tormulurcd by selection from a 
palette, specifying an example irna ic, or sketching a desired shape on the screen. Bl 
has been developed further since its initial version and now forms an e sential part of 
IBM's suite of Digital Library products. These aim at providing a complete media- 
collection management system. An interesting development in the QBJC research effort 
at IBM is the attempt to include grayscale imagery in its domain, a difficult retrieval 
ta k. [ 1 O] 
The other well-kn wn commercial CBIR y terns are Visual Information 
Rctrie al ( \ 1rnge) which i used by Alta Visa to facilitate image searching, and 
'xcelibut which is adopted by Yahoo! for image searching. 
Photobook was one of the representative earlier CBIR system developed by MIT 
Media Laboratory. This system provides retrieval of textures, 2-0 shapes and human 
races. 
MARS system was developed at Univ .rsity or lllinois h I lu1111 • ·t ul. Th· system 










different similarity measures to compare query and stored objects. User feedback is used 
to adjust feature weights, and if necessary to invoke different similarity measures. 
2.8 Review of Development Tools and Technologies 
2.8.1 MySQL 
The MySQL database server is the world's most popular open source database, which 
means that it is free. MYSQL is a relational database management sy tern. MySQL is a 
small, compact, easy to use database server, ideal for . mall and medium sized 
applications. By the way, it is available on a variety of NIX platforms, Linux, 
Windows NT, Windows 95/98 and Windows 2000. With more than five million active 
installations, MySQL has quickly become the core of many high-volume, business- 
critical applications. 
Customers such as Yahoo!, Google, Cisco, Sabre Holdings, HP and NASA are 
realizing ignificant cost a inu b using My L', high pcrf rrnance, reliable database 
management software to power large Web site , business-critical enterprise applications 
and pa kaucd flware applications 
2.8.2 Oracle 
ra le atabasc is an object-relational database. Oracle Database is the most scalable 
and full-featured database available. Whether driving the web site, packaged 
applications, data warehouses or OL TP applications, racle Database is a foundation 
technology for any professional cumputin • .nvironm ·111. ( ru ·I· I ntuhns · inclu ks 










are basic requirements for business intelligence applications. As in previous database 
releases, Oracle9i offers considerable new enhancements in each of these areas. 
Oracle9i's partitioning capabilities have been expanded to support list partitioning, and 
base partitioning capabilities have been extended to cover all data types available in 
Oracle8i, including index organized tables, objects and nested tables. This allows 
organizations to effectively store manage and search very large amounts of any type of 
information. 
Searching and Indexing 
raclc9i builds on the database's already powerful ca] abilities to carch all kind 
of content, including text and multimedia. Ultra Search in Oracle9i unific search areas 
across heterogeneous corporate repositories, websites and groupwarc content. Ultra 
Search includes a web interface, web crawling and search administration facilities, as 
well as a programmable Java API, to provide a unified interface for enterprise and 
vertical portal search applications. 
In order t meet the demand of eBusiness applications, Oracle Text indexing 
ha. been impr vcd with a new index type designed to perform very fast search across 
lumcs of hort textual descriptions. This is ideal for catalog and metadata search as 
\ ell as earching of auction data and resumes. With Oracle9i, text search of nested 
ML clements, search attribute values, XPath query syntax, and other advanced XML 
structure· arc also upported. 
Media and document metadata can now also be extracted, indcxc I. and ma] ped 
to XMI, documents or database schema throu ih Java /\Pis to inl TM .din nuututor. 










or scripting language that can use Java APls including JavaScript, VBscript, and Apple 
Script. 
2.8.3 Microsoft SQL Server 
SQL Server 2000 is a powerful tool for turning information into opportunity. Industry- 
leading support for XML, enhanced tools for system management and tuning, and 
exceptional scalability and reliability make SQL Server 2000 the best choice for the 
agile cntcrpri e. 
2.8.4 IBM DB2 Universal Database (UDB) VERSION 8.0 
IBM DB2 Universal Database (UDB) reduce the co t of developing c-busincss 
applications with its Java support and web connectivity. DB2 provides native, high 
performance interface to OLE DB data sources. Through thi enhanced support, DB2 i 
a natural engine for e-business in Microsoft environments. 82 UDB makes use of 
more feature in the Window to deliver the be t performance results. 
DB_ nivcrsal Database (DB2 UDB) for UNIX and Windows can help improve 
the performance f database applications. Many solution developers have already chosen 
DB2 DB as their primary development database environment, and have ported 
and ontinue to enable applications to support it in order to take advantage of its unique 
features. 
l)IJ2 DB is a true cross-platform database rnana icmcnt system (DBM ). 
runnin ' on a wide variety or systems in .ludin , Windows 98, Windows NT. \\ind{'" s 









DB2 is a database leader in several technologies, and offers true multi-platform 
support and scalability. The same database is able to handle mixed types of workloads 
on a single server. The DB2 design handles varying workloads from high-volume online 
transaction processing (OL TP) to complex multi-user queries while maintaining an 
excellent performance. 
DB2 support the ability to create user-defined data types. Using DB2 Extenders, 
rich data types such as audio, video, image and character can be upported. Most DB2 
application programs use static SQL to acce s table . /\ static SQL statement is a 
complete unchanging statement hand-coded into an application program. It cannot be 
modified during the program's execution except for chan res to the host variables. Static 
SQL is a powerful and more than adequate for most application. Any L statement can 
be embedded in a program and executed as static SQL.[5),[ I O),f 18),l I 9) 
2.8..t.1 DB2 Supported Progrnmming Interfaces 
everal different programming interface can u e to manage or access DB2 databases. 
Embedded QL 
L tatemcnts that is precompiled before a program is compiled. The SQL statements 
can be tatic or dynamic. Using DB2 embedded SQL applications can be coded in the 
, OBOL, FORTRAN, Java (SQLJ), and REXX programming languages. 
1>132 all Level Interface ( LJ) 
/\ callable SQ!, interface based on the X/ pen LI specif .ation: com] alibi, with the 










DB2 Application Programming Interfaces (APls) 
APls that perform database administration tasks, such as create, activate, back up, and 
restore. 082 APls can be called from applications, including embedded SQL and 082 
CU applications. 
Java Development Kit 
Tools and environment for develop Java applications and applets. The kit includes driver 
support for client application and applets written in Java using JOB . It also provides 
support for embedded SQL for Java (SQLJ), Java user-defined functions (UOFs), and 
Java stored procedures. 
Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C++ 
Programming environments used to develop application conforming to Data Access 
Object (DAO) and Remote Data Object (ROO) speci fications, and ActiveX Data Object 
(ADO) applications that use the Object Linking and Embedding Database (OLE DB) 
bridge or the IBM OLE DB Provider for DB-. 
IBM or third-party tools 
ppli ation can al o be developed using tools such as Net.Data, Excel, Perl, PHP, and 
pen Oataba e Connectivity (OOBC), as well as end-user tools such as Lotus Approach 
and it programming language, Lotus Script. 
The way the application accesses DB2 databases will depend on the type of 
applicati n you want to develop. For example, a data entry application might choose to 
embed static SQL statements in the application, uppli .ntion that p .rforms qu .rics l v T 









2.8.4.2 IBM DB2 Audio, Image, Video (AIV) Extenders 
DB2 (DB2) Universal Database (UDB) is a powerful, object-relational database 
manager. It stores and protects traditional numeric and character data, as well as large, 
complex objects (LOBs). DB2 Extenders help to exploit DB2's object-relational 
features. The extenders define distinct data types and special functions for image, audio, 
video, and text objects. By doing this, the Extenders save developers the time and effort 
or defining these data types and functions in the applications. 
D82 AIV Extenders take the database applications beyond traditional numeric 
and character data to leverage images, video, voice and complex documents. These data 
types and functions are available through SQL query. DB2 Extenders make it easy to 
bring this information together on demand. In addition, the A IV Extenders give the 
applications new ways to search for information. For example, applications can earch 
for images by their visual characteristics. using visual examples of' color or texture. 
The IV xtcnders create and use administrative support tables and handles to 
store and a cs image. audio. and video data. Here, I concentrate to image extender. 
DB_ Image Extender supports a wide variety of image formats, such as GIF, 
.JP- , BMP and TIFF. With DB2 Image Extender, applications can: 
• Import and export images and their attributes into and out of a database. When 
import an image, DB2 Image Extender stores and maintains image attributes such a ize 
in bytes, format, height, width and number or colors. 










• Convert the format of images when importing or exporting or still in its source 
format. You can also scale an image, rotate it, do black-white image inversion or change 
representational characteristics such as bits per sample and compression type. 
• Secure and recover images. Images and their attributes that you store in a 082 
database are afforded the same security and recovery protection as traditional business 
data. 
• Query images based on related business data or by image attributes. You can 
search for images based on data that you maintain, such a a name, number or 
description; or by data that the I I 2 /\IV Extenders maintains, such as the format of' the 
image or its di tribution of colors. 
• Generate and display image thumbnails and full images. !\ thumbnail is a 
miniature version of an image. When import an image into a databa c, 082 Image 
Extender creates and stores a thumbnail of the image. 
With 082 Image Extender's Query by Image Content (QBI ) technology 
images can be earch easily. QBIC use visual examples of colors or texture patterns as 
earch criteria. The 08_ Image Extender will find the images whose visual 
hara tcri ti arc clo est to the examples that choose.[5], [10],[17],[18],[19] 
2.8.5 Data Access Technology 
2.8.5. l Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) 
Jl)13C technology is an /\Pl that lets the developer access virtual! an' tabular lata 










wide range of SQL databases, and now, with the new JDBC API, it also provides access 
to other tabular data sources, such as spreadsheets or flat files. The JDBC AP! allows 
developers to take advantage of the Java platform's "Write Once, Run Anywhere" 
capabilities for industrial strength, cross-platform applications that require access to 
enterprise data. 
2.8.5.2 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
Open Database onncctivity (ODB ) i a widely accepted application programming 
interface (API) for database access. It is based on the 'all-Level Interface 
(CU) specifications from X/Open and ISO/IE for database APls and use Structured 
Query Language (SQL) as its database access language. 
ODBC is designed for maximum interoperability - that is, the ability of a single 
application to access different database management systems (DBMSs) with the same 
source code. Database application call functions in the DBC interface, which are 
irnplern nted in databa e- pecific module called drivers. The use of drivers isolates 
appli ations fr m databa e-specific calls in the same way that printer drivers isolate 








Chapter 3 Methodology 
3 .1 Introduction 
Thoroughly planning is a must in a project for effective development in order to 
achieve the project goals. Methodology is an organized, documented set of procedures 
and guidelines for one or more phases of the software life cycle, such as analysis or 
design. It is usually presented as a series of step , with technique and notation 
as ociatcd with each step. 
Proce s model i a very important during the oftwarc development process or 
software life cycle. It can form a common understanding of the activities, resources and 
constraints involved in software development. When a process model is created, it help 
to find the inconstancies redundancies and omi sions in the process. As the problems 
are noted and corrected, the process becomes more effective and focused on building the 
final system. 
In the d velopment proce s, several different model for system development 
hav been u ed. uch as Waterfall Model, V model, Waterfall Model with prototyping, 
piral M del, Extreme Programming and etc. These models provide guidance on the 









3.2 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
Pfleeger ( 1991) extended the waterfall model by placing a larger emphasis on the 
testing component. In this model all steps are interconnected to allow a prototyping 
approach to be used in conjunction with the model. Every development stage should be 
completed before another the next begins. 
- .i.- 
Requir ment An ly I • 
.. System Design 
Valid te 
,. Program Design 
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Waterfall Model is amended with prototyping activities to improve the 
understanding. Requirements prototyping is to ensure that the requirement are feasible 
and practical, if not revisions are made at the requirements stage. Design prototyping 
helps developer asses alternative design strategies and decide which is best for a 
particular project. 
The Waterfall Model with Prototyping has been chosen to model the 
development of CB IR system. The reasons are that: - 
I. It is best suited for the actual environment as the development progress from a 
stage to another stage under the supervision of a lecturer. 
2. It is useful to prescribe oftwarc development activities. 
3. It is easy to use and understand. 
4. Prototyping is included as a sub-process that enhances understanding. 
ln Waterfall Model with Prototyping, the fundamental development activities 
include eight stage belov : 
I. Requirements Analy i 
Understand and determine the user's needs by having brainstorming, eliciting • 
and analyzing ystem requirements. 
2. ystem Design 
utlining system functionalities by having feasibility studies and case studies on • 
current systems. 
• ! ctcrrninc and specify hardware and soltwiJre ar .hitc .tur · . 










3. Program Design 
• Determine and specify the program design and database design. 
4. Coding 
• Involve programming, personal planning, tool acquisition, database development 
and component level documentation. 
5. Unit and Integration Testing 
• Test the modules separately and integrate the tested modules. 
• Test on the integrated modules. 
G. System Testing 
• Combine all the integrated modules into a system and test on the ystem. 
• Specify and review the result of system test. 
• Evaluate the system to meet the requirements. 
7. Acceptance Testing 
• Testing on system is completed. The system is delivered. 
8. Operation and Maint nance 
• Control and maintain the y tem. 
The validation during system testing is to ensure that the system has 
implemented all the requirements, so that each system function can be tracked back to a 
particular requirement in the specification. As for the verification, it ensures that each 
function works correctly. 
The aim of prototyping is to enable input from the end user al an early stage by 









interface while having little or no content behind that interface. Prototyping is especially 
valuable where requirements cannot be specified clearly. 
3.3 Facts finding techniques 
In developing this thesis project, information and fact-finding are done in many 
kind of techniques such as interview, research and etc. The objectives of fact finding are 
to obtain the great view about project system that is ready to use within requirements. 
3.3 .. 1 Documentation and printed media 
The main reference resource for this project thesis report writing is past year student's 
report in the documentation room of FSKTM. These previous years' thesis reports are 
the fastest way to understand the whole system development layout. 
3.3.2 \Veb searching 
Web earching is the wonderful fact finding method. Internet is a platform where a lot of 
info can be acquired. The existing similar project and software can be easily found via 
World \\ ide Web. It is greatly helpful in giving ideas and guidance to develop the 
features image retrieval besides, the detail information of authoring tools for CBIR 










3.3.3 Guidance by lecturer 
Discussion had been took place with project supervisor to determine the scopes and the 
limitations of my project. She had spent her time in guiding and assisting the project 
directly and indirectly of the way to develop this report of system. 
3.3.4 Discussion and Internet Forum 
Most of the information that gathered 111 thi project ts based on interviews or 
conversation with people concern. The interviews were not strictly structured because 
they were more like conversations. Besides, discussion al o took place within my friends 
to gather more information about the needs of' system. Internet forum also plays an 
important role in obtaining the ideas. 
3.3.5 Research (written materials) 
Research has been done by reading some articles, magazine and other textual mediums 
in order to gather information related to project as a foundation for the discussion in this 
project. Reading materials provide a lot of information about the internal structure of 










3 .4 Functional Requirement 
Functional requirement specifies a function that a system or a system's 
component must be able to perform. These are software requirements that define 
behaviors of a system, that is, the fundamental process or transformation that software 
and hardware components of the system perform on inputs to produce expected outputs. 
Functional requirement are handles while the requirements and analysis workflows are 
being performed. 
As for this BIR for medical ima •cs database system, images retrieval is the 
major module of this project system. Therefore the sy tem could provide certain types or 
search criteria and search option to enable users to perform a search. The main 
functional requirement that will contribute and form the whole system is the abilities to 
store and retrieve the medical images based on the shape required by the users. At this 
section, the information required by the users is displayed automatically according to 
their requirements. Thus. users are only required to choose the given option. 
There is another main functional module, which is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
y tern. The Ul must provide users an easy mean or platform of viewing, editing, and 










3 .5 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirement does not describe what a system or software will do 
or process, but HOW it does. It specifies properties of the target product itself. For 
example, software performance requirements, some external interface requirements, 
software design constraints, and software quality attributes. Non-functional requirements 
are difficult to test; they are usually, or most of the time, evaluated subjectively. Non- 
functional requirements have been recognized and acknowledged as a vital and crucial 
determinant to the ucccss or many software projects. To handle certain nonfunctional 
requirement , detailed knowledge about the target software product may be needed. 
For this simulation project, the following requirements have been set: 
I. Clarity and Simplicity 
The query criteria must be clear and simple. 
2. Maintainability 
ystem maintenance alwa s requires more effort and time if the system is not well 
planned and de igned at the beginning. System maintenance is a must for this CBIR 
stem, ju t like any other systems, as it allows certain changes or modifications to be 
made over the system. 
Efficiency 
Efficiency is the ability of a process procedure to be called or accessed unlimitedly to 
produce similar performance outcomes at an acceptable or credible speed. In this BIR 










images as what is require. It is also regarding how well and fast the system can handle 
and load the medical images. 
4. Flexibility 
The CBIR system is a flexible system as it is a standalone system and can be actually 
executed over many Microsoft and UNIX operating systems. 
5. User Friendliness 
In this CBIR system, the user interface design aims to fulfill three golden rules of user 
friendliness, which are: 
• Place User in ontrol 
This will define interaction modes in a way that docs not force a user into unnecessary 
or undesired actions or situations. Besides, it also provides flexible interaction, for 
instance via mouse movement and keyboard commands. 
• Make the interface consistent 
The interface design hould conform to consi tent fashion where all visual information 
must be organized according to a design standard that is maintained throughout all 
rccn di pla . part from that, input mechanism are restricted to limited sets that are 
used consi tently throughout the application. 
• Accuracy and Correctness 
Accuracy means how close or near an output produced by a system to a desired or 
perfect output according to theory. Correctness is the degree to which the oftware 
performs its required functions. 1 o ensure that this BIR system meet these 








3.6 Selection of Development Tool 
Database management software is now the core of enterprise computing. New 
ways of working bring new requirements, including digital rights management. For this 
project, IBM DB2 Universal Database (UDB) version 8.0 will be use to develop the 
images database system. Query by Image Content (QBJC) system developed by Niblack 
and colleagues at IBM Almaden Research Centre are a technology that permits users to 
catalog and retrieve images from databases without having to de eribe them verbally. 
IBM has incorporated the QB! tcchnolo 'Y into two or its commercial product ; 
Ultimedia Manager and DB2 Exten ions. The company is al o licensing the core search 
engine to developers and resellers. On the other hands, the combination or IBM's DB2 
database foundation along with Java GUI images is very succcssful.] I OJ 
In addition to scalability and performance, DB2 offers the following advantages: 
• . Integrated support for native environments 
. Integrated system management tools and multiplatform tools 
. elf-managing and resource tuning capability 
. Data repli ation ervice 
. Integrated Web access 
. W b services applications 
. Integrated support for development environments 
. Data warehousing functionality 
. I ligh Availability support 



















DB2 GUI Tools overview 
Figure 3.1 shows the different tools that can be invoked from the IBM DB2 Menu. 
I:. Comm!lnd Lirie Tool$ 
.±j evelopment T ~ 
1.:j G ner I Adminrst.r tton Tools • 
: . lrtorm&ion 
Figure 3.1 IBM DB2 Menus 
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Here are some of the capabilities provided by DB2 UDB GUI tools: 
• The Command Center is used to enter DB2 commands or SQL statements in an 
interactive wind w, and to see the execution result in a result window. You can scroll 
thr ugh the results and save the output to a file. 
• The Health Monitor and the Health Center help to monitor the health of DB2 
y tems. They receive alerts about potential system health issues and address those 
health issue before they become real problems that can affect the system's performance. 
• . The Configuration Assistant has options to confi iurc both local and remote 










• The Journal is used to view all available information about jobs that are pending 
execution, executing, or that have completed execution; the recovery history log; the 
alerts log; and the messages log and also the results of jobs that run unattended. 
• . The Control Center is a graphical interface that can be used to perform server 
administrative tasks such as configuring, backing up and recovering data, managing 
directories, scheduling jobs, and managing media as well as accessing and manipulating 
databases. The Control Center is a Java application that can be installed and can be used 
to administer databases on Windows 2-bit operating ysterns, Linux, UNIX and 
I 90. 
The Control Center includes access to other tools such as the Replication enter, 
the Satellite Administration Center, the Data Warehouse Center (with the Data 
Warehousing option), the Command Center, the Task Center, the Information Catalog 
Center, the Health Center, the Journal, the License Center, the Developer Center, and the 
Information Center.[9],[11].[22] 
3.7 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Hard. are includes any physical (that can be touched) device or peripheral that is 
connected to a computer and is controlled by the computer's microprocessor. Jn this 
BIR ystem, no special or specific high-end hardware is required or needed. It ju t 
requires an IBM-compatible personal computer (PC), which is powerful enough to 
support Microsoft's operating systems, IBM DB2 Universal Database and Java 










Intel or AMO 1.0 GHz processor and 256 MB of RAM, rs very much desired and 
recommended. 
Software is a general term for the various kinds of programs used to operate 
computers and related devices. Software is often divided into system software and 
application software. System software is usually operating systems that support 
application software. Meanwhile, application software is programs that do work users 
arc directly interested in. 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional or Microsoft Windows 2000 has been 
chosen as the development platform. The main reason is that mo t computers in campu 
and everywhere are using the Microsoft's operating system. I lowcver the BIR system 
will be implementing in UNIX platform. 
The Application Development Tool needed to build and program BIR system is IBM 
082 Universal Database version 8.0, and 082 AlV Extenders. The Graphic U er 










Chapter 4 System Analysis and Design 
The aim of the system analysis workflow is to obtain a deeper understanding of 
the requirements and describe those requirements in such a way that the resulting design 
and implementation are easy to maintain. 
A requirement is a feature of a system, or a description of something a system is 
capable or doing in order to fulfill its purposes. Requirements give a detailed 
explanation not only the [low or information to and from a system and, the 
transformation and processing of data by the system, but also the constraints on the 
system's performance and capabi Ii ties. Specifying req u i rem en ts erves three ma in 
objectives: 
• Allow developers or programmers to explain their understanding of how 
users want a system to work and function. 
• Tell and in .truct de igners what functionalities and characteristics a resultant 
y tern i to have. 
• Tell the developers what to demonstrate to convince the users that a 
particular ystem being delivered or developed is indeed as what was needed or ordered. 
The design specifications describe the features of a system, the components or 
clement of the system and their appearance to the users. The input to the design pr ce · 










output is the design document, a description of how the product system is to achieve 
this. 
There are 3 major stages in the design process for CBIR medical images system, 
which are system hierarchy design, database design and user interface design. 
In architecture design, the whole system consists of several components. These 
components related to each other in certain manners. Their relationship are analyzed and 
recorded. For the database design, data structures implemented in the system are planned 
and mention expressly. Finally, the design of user interface takes place. The results are 
display graphically. 
4.1 System Hierarchy 
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4.2 Flow Chart of System 
Flowchart is one type of process model to show the sequence of processes or 
operation in program. The flow chart of CBIR system is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Flow chart of CBIR system 
4.3 Context Diagram 
A context diagram is an excellent source for analyzing actors and finding 
potential uses cases. We can identify potential use cases by looking at the diagram and 
identifying the primary inputs and outputs of the system and the external parties that 
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4.4 Data Flow Diagram 
A data flow diagram (DFD) is a tool that depicts the flow of data through a 
system and the work or processing performed by the system. 
A simple data flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 4.4. This data flow diagram shows 
the flow of data through CB 1 R system. 
/ User details 
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4.5 User Interface Design 
Software interface is part of an application that the user sees and interacts with. rt 
acts as an intermediary between the user and the underlying structure, architecture and code 
that makes the software work (GUI design essentials). 
User interface design is not an easy task. The fir t step is to define the overall look 
and functions or the system. The quality of the system input determines the quality of 
system output. It is vital that input forms and screens be designed with this critical 
relationship in mind. The idea behind user interface design is also to build an easy-to-learn 
and easy-to-use dialogue around the data input and output screens. 
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The database of the system is constructing using IBM DB2 UDB version 8.0 and 
DB2 Audio, Image and Video Extender (AIV) software. The attributes of the database 




CBIR for CT and MR images 
DB2 Type 
Usage 
Number of tables 
Store the record of the patient's detail and diagnosis images 
Information stored in the image database system can be divided into textual data 
and binary image data. The textual data, which i subject to indexing and querying, 
consists of metadata, patient data, and clinical data. The binary image data consists of 
MRI and CT images. 
Database primarily organized the textual data and the binary image data by 
patient. Each patient is assigned a unique subject ID number lo avoid a situation where a 
patient is assigned multiple patient record numbers. 
4.6.1 Data dictionary 











Field Name Data Type Length Description 
CHAR not null primary 
Patient ID key 10 Unique User ID 
Name LONG VARCHAR 30 Patient's name 
Age CHAR 4 Age of patient 
Race VARCHAR 12 Race of patient 
CoronalVlEW mmdbsys.db2image 
SagittalVIEW mmdbsys.db2imagc 
Transverse VII::. W mmdbsys.db2 i rnagc 
Table 4.1 Patient detail 
4.6.2 Simple E-R Diagram 
Patient ID 










4.6.3 E-R Diagram of Images Database 
Patient 
Patient ID char(10) 
Name long varchar 
Age char(4) 
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Figure 5.0 System Architecture 
4.8 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcome is an images retrieval and monitoring system that 










Chapter 5 System Implementation 
System implementation implements the various components of the system 
(coding) based on the collected requirements. The conceptual and technical designs from 
the system analysis phase are interpreted as well as modeled to become the physical 
working system itself. During the coding phase, each component is coded in the 
programming language selected for the project, adhering to a set of coding and 
documentation standards as far as possible. 
The following subchaptcrs will explain the development environment as well as 
the development of the system itself, system coding, coding methodology and the coding 
style and approach applied in the CBIR for CT and MRI system. 
5.1 Development Environment 
CBIR for CT and MR images system was developed modularly using top-down 
approach which involves implementing the high-level and software modules that were of 
priority. These are then further refined into functions and procedures otherwise known 
as st pwi e refinement. 
• Before any functionality can be provided, the skeletal system consisting of the 
hardware and software must be made available before any work is to proceed. 
From there onwards, starting with a list of all the functions to be provided by the 









each function were estimated, which not only includes those with the highest 
priorities. 
5.1.1 Hardware in the Development Environment 
The hardware configured for the development environment is the underlying element of 
the whole system. The hardware used in the system implementation phase plays an 
important role in realizing the final system architecture. 
The hardware configuration of the development environment is as below: 
• Intel Pentium IV Processor I .8GI lz. 
• Memory - 256MB 
• Storage - 3 GB or Hard disk space is reserved. 
• Other standard desktop PC component. 
5.1.2 Software in the Development Environment 
Hardware and software form a tightly coupled cohesion that operates 111 unison to 
performed programmed tasks. Without software, the fastest, biggest or the most 
powerful computer will also be inoperative and idling in the corner. 
The software tools utilized in the development environment are listed as follow: 
• Operating System - Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack I. 
• Java 2 Development Kit with Java Run Time (jdk 1.5.0 _ 0 J ). 
• Xinox Software's JCreator LE v2.50. 
• Notepad 










• IBM 082 UD8 version 8.0 and 082 Audio, Image and Video Extender(AIV) 
software 
5.2 System Development 
Development of the C81R system began with acquisition of knowledge and 
experience with the Java programming language. The following subchapters will detail 
the explanation of object oriented programming (OOP) approach, classes that are 
defined and created for the simulation system and other related coding parts of the entire 
system. 
5.2.l Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 
To be able to use .Java as the programming language to code or to develop a program or 
a system, one needs to gain an understanding of the concepts of object oriented. 
Understanding of what is an object; need to understand core concepts behind object- 
oriented programming: objects, messages and classes. The import thing is to learn and 
practice in how these concepts translate into code. 
Object - In definition, an object is a software bundle of related variables and 
methods. "Objects" is a key to understanding object-oriented technology. Software 
objects are often used to model real-world objects found in everyday life. 











Class - A class is a blueprint or prototype that defines the variables and the 
methods common to all objects of a certain kind. 
Interface - An interface is a contract in the form of a collection of method and 
constant declarations. An interface defines a protocol of behavior that can be 
implemented by any class anywhere in the class hierarchy. Interface defines a set of 
methods but does not implement them. A class that implements the interface agrees to 
implement all the methods defined in the interface, thereby agreeing to certain behavior. 
5.3 System Coding 
After researches and studies have been done, then tart to code the CBIR system 
using the Java programming language, and to be able to run the system as a standalone 
windows application and can be executed using Java 2 Runtime environment. The 
coding phase was done using the Xinox Software's JCreator Light Edition (LE) v2.50 
integrated development environment. 
The CBIR system utilizes .Java 2 Platform package. The graphical user interfaces 
(GUls) is created u ing JFC/Swing. JFC is short for Java Foundation Classes, which 
encornpa s a group of features for building GU ls and adding rich graphics functionality 
and interactivity to Java applications. JFC was first announced at the 1997 JavaOne 











Gives any program that uses Swing components a choice of look 
and feel. For example, the same program can use either the Java or 
Pluggable Look-and- the Windows look and feel. Many more look-and-feel packages 
Feel Support are available from various sources. As of v 1.4.2, the Java platform 
supports the GTK + look and feel, which makes hundreds of 
existing look and feels available to Swing programs. 
Enables assistive technologies, such as screen readers and Braille 
1displays, to get information from the user interface. 
Enables developers to easily incorporate high-quality 20 graphics, 
1text, and images in applications and applets. Java 2D includes 
extensive A Pis for generating and sending high-quality output to 
printing devices. 
Provides the ability to drag and drop between Java applications 
and native applications. 
Allows developers to build applications that can interact with users 
worldwide in their own languages and cultural conventions. With 
I 
the input method framework developers can build applications that 
'accept text in languages that use thousands of different characters, 









Features of the Java Foundation Classes 
Description 
Includes everything from buttons to split panes to tables. 
Table 5.1 Features of the Java Foundation Classes 
Refer to Appendix A for full source code of the CBIR for MR and CT system. 
5.4 Coding Style 
SA.1 Formatting and Indenting Codes 
Formatting and indenting codes is constantly associated to good coding practice. A code 
that is written without proper formatting or indenting will function or what as well as a 
formatted code. 1 lowever, this can make exceptionally difficult to see where an error i 









easier to be read. This eventually will help 111 detecting and removing the common 
programrnmg errors. 
]Creator provides user a good formatting and indenting facility where user is 
associated to format and indent codes automatically in the environment while coding a 
Java source. 
5.4.2 Commenting Codes 
Comment is not part of the program code and it does not command any program 
execution. However, comments will slow down the program execution because the 
compiler has to read and then skip the comment lines each time. 
In spite of such shortcoming, comments arc still applied as part of common 
practice in documenting the system's coding. And indeed it is a good and recommended 
practice. Commenting will help the author or the reader of the code to understand what 
and why the coding was written. In addition, this also makes it easier for others 
especially collaborating programmers to understand the coding. 
Comments are usually included before or at the side of each block of the code 
de cribing it purpo es. In the Java programming language, the// is used as the prefix of 
a single line comment while/* and */are used as prefix and postfix of a multiple lines 
comment. 
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Figure 5.1 Commented code in JCreator 
5.4.3 Implementing the DB2 Univers~tl Database 
5.3.3.J Setting up the Database 
The BIR system uses JDBC to manage and control database access. The CBIR 
database contains a table which stores data for the application. JDBC was designed to 
keep simple things simple. This means that the JDBC API makes everyday database 
tasks, like simple SELECT statements. The structure of the JDBC includes these key 
concepts: 
•The goal of the JDBC 1s a DBMS independent interface, a "generic QL 








•The programmer writes only one database interface; using JDBC, the program 
can access any data source without recoding. 
Figure 5.2 Architecture of the JDBC 
Getting Started 
The first thing need to do is check that set up is done properly. This involves the 
following steps: 
I. Install Java and JDBC on machine. 
To install both the Java tm platform and the JDBC API, simply follow the 
instructions for downloading the latest release of the .JDK tm (Java 
Development Kit tm). When install the 082 UDB, you will get the JDBC 
and Java JDK in the java folder as well. 
2. Install a driver on your machine. 
For JDBC drivers written for specific DBMSs, such as DB2, installation 
consists of just copying the driver onto your machine; there is no special 









5.4.3.2 Establishing a Connection 
In order to connect to DB2 database, the first thing need to do is establish a connection 
with the DBMS. This involves two steps: (I) loading the driver and (2) making the 
connection. 
Step 1 Loading Drivers 
Loading the driver or drivers that want to use is very simple and involves just one line of 
code. If, for example, in order to use the JDBC driver in the DB2, the following code 
will load it: 
lass.forName("COM.ibm.db2.jdbc.app.DB2Driver") ;//line 154 in U il.java 
User docs not need to create an instance of a driver and register it with the 
Driv M na r bccausc calling c: ss . o NJrn will do thut automatically. If you were 
to create your own instance, you would be creating an unnecessary duplicate, but it 
would do no harm. 
When a driver has loaded, it is available for making a connection with a DBMS. 
Step 2 Making the Connection 
The second step in establishing a connection is to have the appropriate driver connect to 
the DBMS. The following line of code illustrates the general idea: 
onnection con Driv rMan er.getConnection(url, myLogin, myPassword); 
The GUls of the CBIR system is connected to DB2 UDB using a JDBC driver 
developed by a third party - IBM DB2, which not belongs to Java itself. Therefore need 
to put subprotocol after j dbc: in the JDBC URL For example, if the driver developer 
has registered the name acme as the subprotocol, the first and second parts of the JDBC 









In the CBIR system which using JDBC to access a .IDBC data source called 
"Medical", the .JDBC URL could be jdbc: db2: medical. For this system, I did't place the 
login name and password, therefore, it is null in place of "rnyLogin" and "rnyPassword" 
for the DBMS. The following two lines of code will establish a connection: 
public static String jdbcURL = "jdbc:db2:rnedical";//line 14 - Util.java 
conn= DriverManager.getConnection(jdbcURL); //line 155 - Util.java 
If the driver which loaded recognizes the .IDBC URL supplied to the method 
o iv rM nag er. g Conn ct ion, that driver will establish a connection to the DBMS 
specified in the .IDB URL. The D i v M rki o class, true to its name, manages all of 
the details of establi bing the connection for you behind the scenes. 
The connection returned by the method Dri verManager. ge Conn ct ion rs an open 
connection you can use to create .IDBC statements that pass your SQL statements to the 
DBMS. In the code above, con is an open connection. 
Creating database and table 
DB2 DB provides an easy way to create database and table. These were created using 
the command line processor (CLP) which is shown below. 
db2 = > db2start 
SQL I 026N The database manager is active. 
db2 = > create database medical 
DB200001 The CREA TE DAT ABASE command completed successfully. 
db2 = > db2 = > create table patient(patientlD char( 1 0) not null primary key, Name long 
varchar,age char( 4 ), Race char( 12), CoronalVI EW mmdbsys.db2image, SagittalVI EW 
mmdbsys.db2image, Transverse VIEW mmdbsys.db2image) 
DB200001 The SQL command completed successfully. 
db2 = > 










Inserting Data Using Parameters 
The system use SQL statements such as INSERT to insert data into table. First, create a 
stored procedure and then call the stored procedure from within the code supply the 
necessary values if parameters are needed. The following example illustrates how to 
insert a new user in a users table. 
String sql "INSERT INTO"+ patientTable + "(PATIENTID,coronalview"; 
II co 
if (sagittalview !=null) sql += ",sagittalview"; 
if (transvers view !=null) sql += ", ransverseview"; 
if (name !=null) sql +=",name"; 
if (ag !=null) sql += ", ge"; 
if (rac !=null) sql +=",race"; 
y. j - va in P 
Retrieve data from table PA TI ENT 
The follow lines of code show part of SQL language to retrieve image data from the 
database. Also notice that have called the getDBConnection() method of the Connection 
object. 
conn getDB onnection(); 
sql "ELECT" +"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn +")" 
+ ",Comment (" + imageColumn +")" 
+",Filename("+ imageColumn +")" 
+ ",QBScoreFromStr(" + qbicQuery + 
+ imageColumn + ") AS SCORE"+ 
"FROM"+ tableName + 
II ORDER BY SCORE" 
It " 
' 
Util. log (this, "executing query: " + sql); 
rs= stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
displayScoredimages(rs); 










Chapter 6 System Testing 
Testing is an activity that must be carried out throughout the system development 
life cycle. It is an integral component of the software. Testing done only at the end of a 
product is a recipe for disaster as it will be hard to pin point the exact error location. In 
reality, testing actually takes place at each phase, from requirements gathering to 
analysis to implementation. During the requirement phase, the requirements must be 
checked; design phase requires careful checking as every other phase. During 
implementation, each module must be tested and the final product as a whole needs 
testing at the integration phase, as it tells whether the coding of the system i 
successfully implemented, whether the executing system visualizes accurately and 
according to the algorithm and whether the code needed to be modified, enhanced, 
deleted, added or debugged. 
6.1 Testing Strategy 
Five test strategies will be use to determine. the level of success of CBIR system. The 
five strategies are: 
o Unit Testing 
o Data Validation Testing 
o Integration Testing 
o System Testing 










Unit testing concentrates on the smallest unit of software design - the module. It consists 
of testing an individual component before it is combined with other components. The 
test criterion is each statement should be executed at least once, and that every possible 
outcome of each branch or loop should be tested as well. Jn addition, checks are made to 
the internal data structures, logic and boundary conditions for input and output data. 
Jn the development of CBIR, tests are performed to each button and link to 
en ure that it functions as required, every condition statement is feed with all possible 
combination of data so that none arc left out and appropriate actions can be taken in the 
course of erroneous input data, links are correctly linked to others, and the functionality 
of each module are tested. 
For example, insert and retrieve module tested under this strategy for its 
functionality of inserting and retrieving with correctly. 
Data Validation Testing 
This testing is used to test the input data such as input length, input data type as well as 
required field. For example, the PatientID field must have 8 characters and all the data 
and images must key in or upload correctly in order to perform the insert function. 
Integration Testing 
Integration testing involves combining tested modules into more complex grouping of 









together and the interfaces tested. Testing performed at this level is usually black-box 
testing. This testing activity can be considered as testing of the design, and hence the 
emphasis on testing modules interactions. 
The integration testing of the CBlR system can be viewed from an incremental 
perspective, whereby tests started from the insert function which is written in the 
ProcessPatientEnty.java. Using this paradigm, the Diagnosislnsertlnterface.java GUls is 
built piece-by-piece, and tested little-by-little which is integrated and using some code 
written in ProcessPatientEnty.java and PatientData.java 
ProcessPatientEntry test= new ProcessPatientEntry(); 
private void processSummitAction() { 
PatientData entry = null; 
entry = new PatientData(); 
} 
After integrated the GU ls with ProcessPatientEntry.java, the data and images can be 
insert using GU!s rather than using source code before in coding and testing phase. 
Actually, there have many integration testing in order to run the system, but it is time 
consuming to write down in the plain text. 
For the BIR, this test is also used to ensure all modules are connected and 











All software packages, custom-built programs and any existing programs that comprise 
the new system must be tested to ensure they all work together. This task normally 
involves analyst, owners, users and builders. [SAD Mcgraw Hill] 
System testing is the process of testing an integrated hardware and software 
system to verify that the system meets the specified requirements as described in the 
requirements specification. A system test is a series of different test designed to fully 
exercise the system to uncover its limitations and measure its capabilities. Because 
system testing takes place at a higher level, the testing focuses on behavior rather than 
function or functional structure. This include compile and debug the system. 
i) Function Testing 
During system testing of CBIR, functional testing was carried out to determine 
that the system performs the functions as described in the requirements specification. 
Further testing of the system includes exercising all possible triggers and the xpected 
results compared with the actual results, tracking through the software system to 
a certain that they function correctly in sequence from input to output. Subsequently, 
every error message which can be generated by the system is tested for appropriateness 
and understandability from the user's perspective, and examples used in the user's 
manual are tested for correctness. All the functionalities are available throughout the 










ii) Compiling and Executing 
Once the coding of the system is completed, where all the classes designed are 
fully coded, the Java source code needs to be compiled to see whether there are any bugs 
or errors in the coding. If the Java application can be successfully compiled without any 
error, then the detail testing phase can proceed to executing the application. Otherwise, 
if the Java application is compiled with errors, the testing phase needs to jump to the 
debugging phase, before it is recompiled again. 
iii) Debugging 
Once the application is compiled with errors, the error messages need to be 
scrutinized to identify where the errors have occurred in the source code. The errors 
might caused by syntax mistakes, such as the left out of semi-colons, curly braces and 
other symbols used in the Java programming language. Some errors might also caused 
by logical errors such as errors in referencing, errors in calling methods, or errors in 
passing arguments. 
The process of debugging is to check on those mistakes and correct them. It is s a 
process of eliminating errors or bugs from the source code in order for the system to 
compile successfully. 
The compiling-debugging process is an iterative process, which is very common 
and normal in system programming. Only a successfully compiled piece of source code 
is able to proceed to the execution process in the testing. Therefore compiling-debugging 










Performance testing is phase to see if the performance of the system meets the required 
specifications i.e. the non-functional requirements. Several testing that were conducted 
is as followed. 
• Usability 
Usability is based on building user interfaces that have patterns already 
familiar to the typical user. Thus, the usability of the system is tested first 
because if the system is not easy to use, it will not be used at all or it will be 
used incorrectly and was done with end users. 
• Reliability 
Reliability is the probability of some function of the system failing within a 
specified time. Reliability tests are conducted to ensure that the system can 
be used for periods of time before a fault is detected. Testing is conducted in 
terms of whether for a given same input, does the system perform in exactly 











Chapter 7 Discussion and Conclusion 
Overall I would classify this final year project as a success and insightful. 
Through this project, I have gained a lot of knowledge and exposure regarding the 
findings, researches and the coming of a new era in human life, and more specifically 
the computing and CBJR world. CBIR is an interesting, challenging and brain- 
quenching altogether. 
Nevertheless, the outcomes will greatly bring a tremendous revolution to the 
working and daily lifestyle of mankind. Processing of tasks, whether they are now done 
electronically or manually, will definitely sec a huge advancement and leap in speed and 
accuracy once CBIR based on shape feature can be successfully implemented. 
There are still a lot of works, endeavors, struggles and barriers to break and go 
through to bring the theories and hypotheses into real applications, which the image 
retrieval can be more accurate. 
7.1 Problems Encountered and Recommended Solutions 
The success of the CBIR system does not come without problems and 
con traints. Much effort had been placed into understanding, eradicating, and solving 










7.1.1 Unfamiliarity with Setting and Configuration of Environment 
During the initial stages of implementation, setting up of the database server consumed a 
lot of time, due to lack of experience. Being a first-hand in this matter, the installation 
and configuration were met with many failures. Discussion with peers and resources 
from the internet were sourced repeatedly before the desired results are achieved. 
7.1.2 Unfamiliarity with programming language or poor mastery 
The seriously problems faced in the system development were to understanding the 
working process or 082 database, java language and QL statement. 
Because I have no much knowledge in the Java programming language before 
the implementation of the system started, I needed to get a deep detailed idea of object 
oriented programming in Java before coming out with the architectural basis design of 
the CB[R system. After that, there still need some research and coding in order to make 
correct and success communication between java language, SQL statement and DB2. 
Objects of the system were to be identified and verified of their applicability and 
flexibility to be coded. Once the coding of the system started, I encountered a lot of 
yntax and logical flow errors, which consequently, forced me to spend a huge amount 
of time in debugging, referring to documentation, ask friends and even seeking help 
from experts in forums. 
Last but not least, after the final code was successfully compiled and executed. I 
was taken aback by the non-aligned and jumbled up arrangement of nodes, link and 
finally the entire system. Works to align and position nodes properly and tidily to better 









7.1.3 Limited resource and knowledge in the field CBIR 
Through the internet, I found that there have many existing system developed using 
CBIR method with apply the color, shape, texture method, but there can't found source 
code used or the results are not accurate. 
Through the surfing net, I found eVe SDK on www.evisionglobal.com which is 
suitable to develop this CBIR system. Unfortunately, I failed to download this SDK 
which cause by the webpage error. Furthermore, I found this site quite late which the 
deadline of this system is coming. 
The eVe (eVision Visual Engine) Software Developers Kit (SDK) Software 
Developers Kit (SDK) is a programming toolkit for building image analysis and visual 
search applications for the recognition and retrieval of images. The components 
include Java, C + +, and COM class libraries, sample programs with source code, 
sample images, and reference documentation. 
Developers and software engineers can use e Ve as a building block for 
developing a visual search application.it is not an end-user application in itself. eVe 
provides an intelligent infrastructure to acquire, process, and manage visual assets 
while a sistinz the development of natural and intuitive user interfaces that perform 
searches in the same way that people think. 
Some example applications using eYe are: 
Online shopping. Locating a specific product within an e-Cornmerce site can 
sometimes be a difficult task. For example, to locate a particular type of shirt on a 
clothing site, a user must first specify the type, purpose, color, and material of that 










options from these numerous prompts and menus, the user is then presented with a 
number of unsorted shirt images from which to choose. Utilizing eVe.s Visual Search 
technology, you can enable a user to find the desired shirt using a more visually 
intuitive interface that requires fewer clicks and produces faster results. 
Medical imaging. Medical imaging is critical to patient diagnosis and care 
across a broad range of health care procedures and disease states. For example, to 
locate radiology images from different patients who share common symptoms rs 
difficult, if not impossible. Utilizing eVe.s Visual Search technology, you can enable a 
medical professional to quickly find visually similar radiology images from different 
patients to help with diagnosis. 
If this SOK can be used to develop this CBlR system, the result could be 
different. 
7.2 System Strengths 
The system has a view model function which can view STL (Stereolithography) 
and JD CAD models using the free Model Press Reader. 
The free Model Press Reader views the highly-compressed !SF and JDF files 
created by ModelPress_Publisher or MYRIAD. It also views VRML, STL, HSF and JCS 
formatted files. 
ModelPress Reader can be a standalone desktop application or be embedded in 
another desktop application; or, it can be embedded in custom Web pages to be a Web- 









Model Press does not use an application server, so scalability is not an issue. The 
published file sizes are so manageable, formerly huge models begin to display in just 
seconds. Because ModelPress does not require a live session server, ISF and 3DF files 
can be downloaded or e-mailed and viewed off-line, just as with other popular Web 
publishing formats. Through this ModelPress Reader, the model can be save in JPEG 
format and insert into database of the system. 
7.3 System Limitations and Future Enhancement 
Although the CBIR system project is rated, overall, as a success, it still comes 
with a number of limitations, and there arc still a lot or areas which can be further 
enhanced. 
The system was developed utilizing the Java Swing. There have much more 
Swing Component which can be implemented. Actually there have scroll bars for the 
image panes, but after implement all the required component together, the scroll bars 
can't function. Future enhancement for this constraint, by using other add component 
method, is to place a vertical and a horizontal scroll bars on the image panel. This will 
enable the user to scroll left and right, up and down to see the images being upload if 
size of the images bigger than the image panes. 
Besides placing scroll bars, the java GUis of the system only support image with 
JPEG format. This can be enhance if have much more time to find the expert solution to 
convert the image's format. 
There have another limitation which the system can just insert 3 images 









Last but not least, although the completed system is just an insert and retrieves 
image system; it will be a great achievement in human history to be able to put the 
content-based image retrieval algorithm into real world application, such as web search. 
Again, all these are just brilliant ideas, there are much more effort, research and 
development to be funded and carried out to see the reality. 
7.4 Conclusion 
CBIR for MR and CT images has fulfilled its objectives and requirements as stated 
during the findings of the Analysis Phase. 
Future enhancements can be made to the system to ensure the application 
provides a better integrated solution for the interface and retrieve method. 
Nevertheless, knowledge and experienced were gained in the course of 
developing the system from initial planning to system evaluation. Concepts such as 
JDBC architecture, system development methodologies, etc were captured in the course 
of literature reviews, and programming skills was put to good use. This project has open 
the pathway for improvement in communication skills, project management and other 
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Appendix A SAMPLE SOURCE CODE 
II Diagnosislnsertlnterfaca.java 
package patient.request.process; 
import patient.util. *; 
import patient.data.*; 
import patient.exception.*; 
import java.awt. *; 
import java.awt.event. *; 
import java. io. *; 
import java.sq I.*; 
i rnport javax.swing. *; 
import javax.swing.cvent. *; 
import javax.xwing.bordcr. *; 
import javax.swing. fi lcchooscr. *; 
import javaxswing.Bordcrf'actory; 
import javax.swing.border. Border; 
public class Diagnosislnsertlnterface extends .JFrame { 
private JTextField PatientlDTxtFld, 
CoroNameTxtFld, SagittNameTxtFld,TransNameTxtFld, 
NameTxtFld, 
A oeTxtFld b , 
RaceTxtFld; 
private .JButton CoroBrowse,SagittBrowse, TransBrowse, Clear, Summit; 





JPanel irnagePanel =new .JPanel(); 
J Panel dataPanel =new .I Panel(); 
JPancl contentPane =new JPanel(); 
JScrollPane imagePane =new .JScrollPane(imagePancl); 
JComboBox race= null; 
.I Label phasclconLabcl =null; 









Jl.abel phaselconLabel3 =null; 
private .IF i leChooser chooser, chooser2, chooser3; 
int TextFieldSize = I 0 ; 
String fileSelected; 
//set up GUI 
public DiagnosisJnsertlnterface() { 
super(); 
II Add various widgets to the sub panels. 
add Widgets(); 
//Create the contentPane lo contain the two sub panels. 
contcntPanc = new .JPanel(); 
contcntf'anc = (JPancluhis.gc! .orucnrl'unct}; 
II Add the data and image panels to the content Pane. 
corucntf'ane.sct Layout (nu 11); 
addComponenl(contcnlPanc, imagcPanc, 6,3, I 000,460); 
addComponent(conlcntPanc, data Panel, 6,480, I 000,200); 
} 
/* 
* Get the images and set up the widgets. 
*/ 
private void addWidgets() { 
image Pane.createHorizontalScrol I Bar(); 
image Pane.create Vertical Scro I I Bar(); 
phaselconLabel = new ./Label(); 
phase Icon Label.setJ-lorizontalA I ignment(.1 Label.CENTER); 
phase I con Label .set Vertica IA! ignment(.ILabel. CENTER); 
phase I con Label .set VerticalTextPosition(.J Label.CENTER); 
phase Icon Label .setHorizonta ITextPosition(J Label. CENTER); 
phase Icon Label .setBorder(BorderFactory .createCompound Border( 
BorderFactory.createLoweredBeve!Border(), 
Bord erF actory .crea teEm pty Border( 5 ,5 ,5 ,5)) ); 
phasclconLabel2 =new ./Label(); 
phase I con Labcl2.setl-lorizontal/\ I ignment(.1 Label.CENTER); 
phase Icon Labcl2.set Vertical/\ I ignmcnt(.I Label .CENTER); 
phase/con l.abclz.sct V crticalTcxtPosition(.J Label. l~NTLR ); 









phase I con Label2 .setBorder(Border Factory. createCompound Border( 
BorderF actory .create Lowered Bevel Border(), 
BorderFactory.createEmptyBorder(5,5,5,5))); 





phase I con Label3 .setBorder(BorderFactory .createCom pound Border( 
Borderf actory. createLowered Bevel Border(), 
BorderF actory .createEmpty Border( 5 ,5 ,5 ,5)) ); 
CoroNameTxtFld = new .JTextField( I 0 ); 
JLabel CoroNameLabelLabel =new .JLabel( "Cororal Image File"); 
SagittNameTxtFld =new .JTextField( IO); 
.JLabel SagittNameLabel =new .I Label(" agiual Image File"); 
TransNameTxtFld =new .JTextField( I 0 ); 
.ILabel TransNameLabel =new Jl.abclt "Transverse Image File"); 
//CoroBrowse Button 
CoroBrowse =new .IButton(); 
CoroBrowse.setText("Coronal Image"); 
CoroBrowse.setSelected(true); 
CoroBrowse.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 





SagittBrowse =new .IButton( "Sagittal Image"); 
SagittBrowse.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed( ActionEvent ev) 




TransBrowse =new JButton( "Transverse Image"); 
TransBrowse.addActionListener(new ActionListcner() { 














Clear= new .IButton( "Clear" ); 
Clear.addActionListener (new ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed( ActionEvent ev) 
{ System.out.println( "Clear"); 
processClearAction() ; 
} 
'l.)· J , 
//Summit Button 
Summit= new .JButton( "Summit"); 
Summit.add/\ctionListener (new Act ion Listener() { 
public void actionPcrformed( ActionEvent cv) 





JLabel PatientlDLabel =new .JLabel("Patient ID "); 
PatientlDLabel.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); 
PatientlDLabel. etForeground(new Color(O, 51, 255)); 
PaticntIDTxtFld = new JTextField( 30 ); 
II NameTxtFlde line 
JLabel Namel.abel =new .JLabel( "Name "); 
NameLabel.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); 
NameLabel.setForeground(new Color(O, 51, 255)); 
NameTxtFld =new JTextField( 30); 
II AgeTxtFlde line 
Jl.abel AgeLabel =new JLabel( "Age"); 
J\geLabel.sctBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); 
AgcLabcl.sctForeground(new Color(O, 51 255)); 
/\gcTxtFld =new JTcxtField( 20 ); 










JLabel RaceLabel =new .JLabel( "Race"); 
RaceLabel.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); 
RaceLabel.setForeground(new Color(O, 51, 255)); 
RaceTxtFld = new .JTextField( 20 ); 
II Add a border around the image panel. 
imagePane.setBorder(BorderFactory.createCompoundBorder( 
BorderFactory.createTitledBorder(" Images Phase"), 
BorderFactory.createEmptyBorder(5,5,5,5))); 




II Add image Panel and data Panel 
i magePancl .set Layout(nu 11); 
addComponcnt(imagcPancl, phase Icon Label, 8, 1,320,350); 
addComponent(imagePanel, phaselconLabe12, 330, 1,320,350); 
addComponent(imagePanel, phaselconLabcl3, 652, 1,320,350); 
phaselconLabel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
phaselconLabel2.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
phaselconLabel3.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
addComponent(imagePanel, CoroBrowse, 20,360, 140,24); 
addComponent(imagePanel, SagittBrowse, 340,360, 140,24); 
addComponent(imagePanel, TransBrowse, 660,360, 140,24); 
addComponent(imagePanel, CoroNameTxtFld, 20,390,250,24); 
addComponent(imagePanel, SagittNameTxtFld, 340,390,250,24); 
addComponent(imagePanel. TransNameTxtFld, 660,390,250,24 ); 
dataPanel.setLayout(null); 
addComponent(dataPanel, PatientlDLabel, 20,25, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, PatientIDTxtFld, 100,25, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, NameLabel, 20,55, 140,24); 
addComponent( dataPanel, NameTxtFld, 100,55, 140,24 ); 
addComponent(dataPanel, AgeLabel,20,85, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, AgeTxtFld, I 00,85, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, RaceLabel,20, 115, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, RaceTxtFld, I 00, 115, 140,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, Clear, 350,80, I 40,24); 
addComponent(dataPanel, Summit, 350, 110, I 40,24); 
} 
private void process learAction() { 














phase Icon Label2.set lcon(nul I); 






private void processSelectFileAction() { 
.I Fi lcChooser chooser= new .I Fi leChooser(); 
chooscr.setDialogTitlc("Sclecl an image rile"); 
int return Val= chooscr.showOpcnDialog(this); 
if( returnVal == .IFileChoo cr.APPROVE_OPTION) { 
String filcSclccted = chooser.getCurrentDirectory() + "\\" 
chooser.gctSelectedFile().getName(); 
CoroNameTxtFld.setText( filcSelected ); 
lmagelcon icon= new lmagelcon( flleSelected ); 
phase Icon Label .setlcon(icon); 
} 
} 
private void processSelectFileAction2() { 
.lhleChooser chooser2 =new JFileChooser(); 
chooser2.setDialogTitle("Select an image file"); 
int return Val= chooser2.show0penDialog(this); 
if( return Val== JFileChooser.APPR.OVE_ OPTION) { 
String fileSelected2 = chooser2.getCurrentDirectory() + "\\" + 
chooser2.g tSelected Fi le().getName(); 
SagittNameTxtFld.setText( fileSelected2 ); 




private void processSelectFileAction3() { 
.J Fi le .hooscr chooscr3 = new .J Fi lcChooscr(); 
chooscr l.sctl ialogTitlc("Sclcct ~111 irna 'C.: file"); 









if( return Val== .JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) { 
String ftleSelected3 = chooser3.getCurrentDirectory() + "\\" + 
chooser] .getSelected Fi le().getName(); 
TransNameTxtFld.setText( fileSelected3 ); 
lmagelcon icon= new Imagelcon( fileSelected3 ); 
phase I con Label 3 .set! con (icon); 
} 
} 
private void processSummitAction() { 
Connection conn= null; 
Statement stmt =null; 
boolean useDataSource = false; 
String providerURL =null; 
String initialContextFactory =null; 
Proccssl'aticntbntry test= new ProcessPatientEntry(); 
II get context 
if ( useDataSource) { 
System.out.println( "using DaraSource" ); 
test.useDataSource = true; 
if (providerURL !=null) { 
if ( initia!ContextFactory ==null) 
initia!ContextFactory = Util.initialContextFactory; 
test.ctx = Util.getContext( providerURL, initia!ContextFactory ); 
} 
} else { 
System.out.println( "using straight .JDBC connection"); 
test.useDataSource =false; 
} 
java.util.Yector entriesV =new java.util.Yector(2); 
byte[] corolmage =null; 
byte[] sagitlrnage =null; 
byte[] translmage =null; 
lmageData coronalview =null; 
lmageData sagittalview =null; 
lmageData transverseview =null; 
lllmageData imagcData =null; 
String paticnrlO =null; 
String namc = null; 









String race= null; 
String fi!Coro = CoroNameTxtFld.getText().trim(); 
String fileC = parseFileName( fi!Coro); 
String fi!Saggit = SagittNameTxtFld.getText().trim(); 
String fileS = parseFileName( fi!Saggit ); 
String filTrans = TransNameTxtFld.getText().trim(); 
String fileT = parseFileName( filTrans ); 
PatientData entry= null; 
entry = new PatientData(); 
try{ II image 
corolmage = Util.getContent(filCoro); 
coronalview =new JmageData(corolmage); 
II image 
if( fileC.toUppcrCase().endsWith( ".JPG")) { 
coronalview.sctlmagcForrnat( ".IPG" ); 
} else it' ( lileC.toUpperCasc().endsWith( "PNG")) { 
coronal v iew.sctl mage Format(" PNG "); 
} else i r ( lileC.toUppcrCase().cnd With( "GI F" ) ) { 
coronal view .set I rnagc Forrnal("G IF"); 
} 
entry .setCoronalview( coronalview); 
try{ 
sagitlmage = Util.getContent(filSaggit); 
sagittalview =new lmageData(sagitlmage); 
II image 
if( file .toUpperCase().endsWith( ".IPG")) { 
sagittalview.setlmageFormat( ".IPG" ); 
} else if ( fileS.toUpperCase().endsWith( "PNG")) { 
sagittalview.setl mageF ormat(" PNG "); 
} else if ( fileS.toUpperCase().endsWith( "GIF")) { 
sagittalview.setimageFormat("G IF"); 
} 
entry .setSagi tta Iv iew( sagi tta Iv iew ); 
}catch (java.io.fOlixception e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 












translmage = Util.getContent(filTrans); 
transverseview =new lmageData(translmage); 
II image 
if ( fileT.toUpperCase().endsWith( "JPG")) { 
transverseview.setlmageFormat( "JPG" ); 
} else if ( fileT.toUpperCase().endsWith( "PNG")) { 
transverseview.setlmageFonnat("PNG"); 
} else if( fileT.toUpperCase().endsWith( "GIF")) { 
transverseview.setlmageFormat("GIF"); 
} 
en try .setTransversev i ew( transversev i ew ); 
}catch (java.io.KiException c) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
c. print Stack' Iraccr): 
} 
II Patient ID 
try { 
patient ID= PatientlDTxtFld.getText().trim(); 
entry .setPatientl D(patien ti D); 




entry .setName(name ); 
} catch (Arraylndex0ut0fl3oundsException a) {} 
II Age 
try { 
age = AgeTxtFld.getText().trim(); 
entry .setAge(age ); 




entry .setRace(race ); 
} catch (~rra~dndcxOutO!BoundsException a) {} 
} catch (iava.10.IOExccption c) { 
c.printStackTracc(); 













System.out.println("Patient table populated"); 
} catch (ProcessPatientCommandException e) { 
e. pri ntStackT race(); 
} 
} 
private String parseFileName( String fileName) { 
java.util.StringTokenizer tok =new java.util.StringTokenizer( fileName, "\\" ); 
int count= tok.countTokens(); 
String token= null; 
for (inti= O; i <(count-I); ++i) token= tok.nextToken(); 




*Create the GUI and show it. 
*/ 
private static void createJ\ndShowGUI() { 
II Make sure we have nice window decorations. 
J Frame.setDefau ltLookAnd Feel Decorated(true ); 
J Dialog.setDefau ltLookAnd Feel Decorated(true ); 
try 
{ 
U I Manager.set LookAnd Feel("com.sun.j ava.swing. plaf. windows. WindowsLook 
And Feel"); 
} 
catch (Exception ex) 
{ 
System.out.println("Failed loading L&F: "); 
System.out.println( ex); 
} 
//Create a new instance of Diagnosis Interface. 
Diagnosislnsertlnterface phases= new Diagnosislnsertlnterface(); 
//Create and set up the window . 
.I Frame DiagnosislnterfaceFrame =new .IFrame("Diagnosis Interface"); 
Diagnosis I nterfaceFrame.setDefaultCloseOperation(.1 Frame. EX IT_ ON_ CLOSE); 
Diagnosis I nterfaceFrame.setContentPane(phases.content Pane); 










Diagnosis! nterfaceFrame. setSize( I 070, 750); 
Diagnosis! nterface Frame.setVisible(true ); 
} 
/**Add Component Without a Layout Manager (Absolute Positioning)*/ 




container.add( c ); 
} 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
//Schedule a job for the event-dispatching thread: 
//creating and showing this application's GUI. 
Diagnosislnsertlnterface application= new Diagnosislnsertlnterface(); 
appl ication.sctDcfaultCloseOpcration(J Frame. EX IT_ ON_ CLOSE); 
javax.swing.SwingUtilitics.invokcLatcr(ncw Runnable() { 
public void run() { 























import java.awt. *; 
import java.io. *; 
import java.sql. *; . . . * import java.io. ; 
import java.awt.cvcnt. ": 
import javax.swing. *; 
import javax.swing.event. *; 
I** 
* Summary description for QueryDB 
* 
*I 
public class QueryDB extends JFrame 
{ 
II Variable declaration 
private Jl.abel text earch abcl: 
private J abcl Paticntl Ol.abel: 
I rivate Jl.abcl nam abcl: 
privat · Jl.al cl isunl c rch 1 ti n abel; 
r rivatc Jl.nbcl i unlY abulr r .Label; 
private J Lab ·I . ar hRc ulL Label· 
pri ate JLnbel c mpare'T \mag · 
pri arc JRadi Button jRadioBunon l ; 
private JT ·xt ·ield PatientlOTe '!Fi Id; 
prt ale J'l'cxt+icld arnc ield: 
I rt nte JTc 'thcld hoo clmageTextField; 
rm ate J Button . Button I; 
rm at· Jlluuun 'l3utton2; 
private Jl3utton ucry .ornparc; 
private Jl3utt in vicwlvlodel; 
privut · Jl luuon clear; 
nuuon lroup 1rp new 13uttt nGroup 










private .!Panel textSearch Panel; 
private .!Panel VisualSearchPanel; 
private JPanel SearchResultsPanel; 
.I Scroll Pane jScrollPane I =new JScrollPane(SearchResultsPanel); 
private String retrievedDir = "\\PATIENT\\patient\\retrieved\\"; 
private String ModelFile=null; 
Jl.abel icon_label =new JLabel(new lmagelcon("bestfit.gif")); 
private String[] rctrievedFiles; 
J'l extField numberOnmage_val =new JTextField('"'); 
private String tableName ="PATIENT"; 
private String imageColumn ="CORONAL VIEW"; 
private String imageColumn2 = "SAGITTAL VIEW"; 
private String image olumnJ = "TRANSVERSEVIEW"; 
int error= O; 





this.setVisi b le(true ); 
} 
I** 
*This method is called from within the constructor to initialize the form. 
*WARN! G: Do OT modif thi code. The content of this method is always 
regenerated 
* by the \ ind w I· rm De igner. therwise. retrieving disign might not work 
proper! 1. 
*I 
1 n ate void initialize mp nent ) 
{ 
text car h abcl =new J abel(); 
Pnticntl Ol.ab I= n w JLabel(); 
11111T1c.:Labcl = n ' J Labelf); 
isuul: car h ptionLabel =new JLabel(); 
isual V cabularyLabcl =new JLabel(); 
.\;archl~csultsLubcl =new JLabel(); 
jl{adio13utton I - new JRudio!Jutton(); 
l'uticntll Tcxtl'ick] - new J'Tcxtf'ieldf ; 
n1ncFi<.:ld nev JT<.:xtFicld(); 
'hoosclinagcTc.:xtl·ield new JI ·x1Fi ·Id(); 
j 13uuon I 11<.:w J 13utton( · 










clear= new .JButton(); 
QueryCompare =new JButton(); 
vicwModel =new JButton(); 
J Label numberOflmage =new JLabel("Number of image(s) to retrieve"); 
textSearchPanel =new .!Panel(); 
VisualSearchPanel =new JPanel(); 
SearchResultsPanel =new JPanel(); 
j Scro I I Pane 1.createHorizontalScrol l Bar(); 
jScrollPane l .createVe1ticalScrollBar(); 
contentPane = (JPanel)this.getContentPane(); 
tcxtSearchLabel.setForeground(new Color(O, 51, 255)): 
text earch Label .setTcxt("Text Search"); 
PaticntlDLnbcl.sctTcxt("Paticnt II "); 
nameLabcl.sctTcxt("Namc"); 
VisualSearchOptionLabel.sctForeground(nc\ Color(O, 51, 255)); 
VisualSearchOptionLabel.setText("Visual Search Option"); 
II VisualVocabularyLabel 
VisualVocabularyLabel.setForeground(nevv Color(O, 51, 255)); 
Visual Vocabulary Label .setText("Visual Vocabulary"); 
llcompareTolmage JLabel 
compareTolmag = n w JLabel(): 
compareTolmage. tHoriz nta1Ali0nment(JLabel. ENTER): 
compare"] Image. t erticalAlignment(.1 abel. ENTER); 
·ompnn;Tolmagc.sct ertical'Tcxtf sition(JLabel. ENTER); 
rnparc'T ilmnu ' .. ti I rizontal'Textf'o ition(JLabel.CENTER); 
01111 are'T lrnn ic .. dB rdcr(B rd rFactor .createCompoundBorder( 
Bor lcrf'nc: r -.crcatcl. wercdB eJBorder(), 
I irderlact r . rcate mpty8order(5,5,5,5))); 
c: rnpurc'T I mag· .. ct order BorderFactory.createCompoundBorder( 
I order Fact r .crcatcc rnpt Border(O,O, I 0,0), 
compnrc'Fol m<1gc.gctBordcr ))); 
II SeHrcliRcsultsLabel 
II 
SearchRcsultsLabcl.sctl ackgro md(nc.:w olor(255, 255, 255)); 
ScurchRcsultsLah(;i.sctFor .groundtncw 'olor(O, 51, 2 )): 
SearchRcsult;;i,abcl.wtT1.:xt "Scar ·h I{ .sulrs''): 









II jRadioButton 1 
11 
jRadioButton \ .setText("Texture"); 
j Radio Button l .setSelected(true ); 
jRadioButton \ .setActionCommand("TEXTURE"); 
grp.addtj RadioB utton I); 
viewModel.setText("Yiew Model"); 
viewModel.setSelected(true); 
viewModel.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 





II uery jButton I 
jButton \ .setText(" u r ''): 
jButton \ .s t elected(tru )· 
jButton \ .addActionListener(ne,. ActionListener() { 
public oid actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
{ 
II qbicQuer ( ; 
processRetrie ORONAL lEW()· 
proce Retrie e ITT L I W(); 
proc sRetri eTRA R lEW(); 
II 
11 · J 
II 
J ult t " h o e Image"); 
.l ult ele ted true); 
J ult n2.ndd ctionListener(new ActionListener() { 
public id actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
fil irnaa button 
pr ce s electFileAction(); 
} ; 
II Query image by ' r pare jllun n2 
ucry 'ornparc. ·ctTcxt "QUEil Y11 ; 















II clear button 
clear.setText("CLEAR"); 
II clear.setSelected(true); 
clear.addActionListener(new ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
{ 
process learAction(); 
cornpareTol mage.setlcon(nu 11); 






addComponent(contentPane, textSearchLab I. 18, 4,60, 18)· 
add omponent(contentPane, PatientlD abel, 18,64,60.18)· 
add ntentPane. name· ab- I. 18. 0, · 0, 18); 
ntentPan, i ual ar h ptionLabel, 18,145,114 18); 
ntcnt an . i ualY abularyl.abel, 18 248, 107 18); 
uer ompare, 140,248,80,24); 
i wlvlodel, 246,248, 100,28); 
nt ntPane, earchResultsLabel, 367,27,85,18); 
neut nt ntPane,jRadioButtonl, 20,170,80,24); 
n nt cont ntPane, numberOflmage, 140, 170,200,24); 
n nt( nt ntPane, numberOflmage_ val, 300, 170,30,24); 
om: nent c ntentPane PatientlDTextField, 76,63,154,22); 
ad ornponent c ntentPane, NameField, 76,90, 154,22); 
add ' mp nent contentPane,jButton I, 246,60,83,24); 
add m ncnt contentPane, clear, 246,87,83,24); 
add ' rnponent contentPane, jButton2, 15,205, I 04,24); 
add · mponl!nt(contentPane, hooselmage'Textf'ield, I 2,205, I ,22); 
add mp n1cnt(contcntPanc, text. ear hl'an ·I, 6,24, , 11 O ; 
nd I 'c mponcnt contcntl'anc, Visuals •ar ·hP1111 ·I, ), I 0,. 5, 11 O ; 
add 'ornponcnt contcntl'anc, c mparc'l'olmn '\ ,280, .... , () ; 










addComponent(contentPane, SearchResultsPanel, 351,24,660,676); 
II jPanel 
11 
textSearchPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
tex tSearch Panel. set Border(BorderF actory .create EtchedBorder() ); 
VisualSearchPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
VisualSearchPanel.setBorder(BorderFactory.createEtchedBorder()); 
SearchResultsPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.CENTER, 5, 5)); 
SearchResultsPanel.setBorder(BorderFactory.createEtchedBorder()); 




this.setTi tle(''QueryD B "); 
this.sctLocation(ncw Point(O, 0)): 
this.set i e(new Dimension( I 070, 740)); 
} 
I** Add Component Without a La out Manager Absolute Po itioning) *I 






II view model button action 
public void proc View tl.odelActi n() { 
Model Fil·="\\ . ti": 
{ 
tring as [] = \ 
"m .cxc". 
D:\\I' TIE T\\ ll:W.tl\\ 
}; 
\VI Wstl\\MR\\MPReader 
EL \\" + ModelFile 
llD-B 
II y ·tcrn.oul.println(as[O]); 
Runtime runtime= Runtime.getRuntime(); 
try 
runtin e.cxcctus); 
















private void processRetrieveCORONAL VIEW(){ 
String patientID =null; 
String name =null; 
patientID = PatientIDTextFicld.getText().trim(); 
name= NameFielcl.gctText().trim(); 
PatientData paticntfrata =null; 
onncction conn= null; 
tatcrncnt stmt =null; 
Result et rs= null; 
try { 
conn= getDBConnection()· 
Util.log(this, "connection opened"); 
String sq!= null; 
II try to set the function path. if it fails, it just means that it v as already set for that 
pooled connection 
try { 
F N Tl 
stmt = conn.createStat ment(); 
sql =" T RR - T F Tl 
P Tl!"; 
RR NT 
til.lo!!.(this. "cxc utinu update: "+sq!); 
. tmt.cxccutc pdatetsql ; 
'nt .h Unv .. qi. Exception se) { 
II til.log thi "benign!!!"+ se.toString()); 
} at h [ava.lang. nknownErrorue) { 
II ti I.log thi , "benign!!! "+ ue.toString()); 
sql "SELE T" 
"Thumbnail("+ image olumn +")" 
", ommcnt(" + image olumn ")" 
",Filename("+ ima re olumn ")" 
I "l'i{OM" I tnhh!Nan1 • 
I "WI IEl~E P/\Tll~N'l'll) \'" I pnti ·111!1) I "\'"; 










Util.log(this, "executing query: "+ sql); 
rs= stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
displayScoredDBlmages(rs)· 
} catch (Throwable e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} finally { 
try { 
if (rs l=null) { 
rs.close(); 
Util.log(this,"result set closed"); 
} 
if (conn!= null) { 
conn.clo e(); 
til.log(thi ·,"c nnection .lo cd"); 
}catch (Throwable c) { 




private void processRetrieveS GITT ALVIE\ (){ 
String patientlD =null; 
tring name =null; 
pati ntl =Patient! Textf'i ld.g tText().trim(); 
name= am ·i ld.s tText().trim ); 
nne ti n nn = null; 
rnt ·m nt trnt =null; 
I ult ct r =null; 
P 1ti inrl t =null; 
tr 1 
.onn =get onnection )· 
til.l g thi , "c nnection opened"); 
, Iring sql =null; 
s ·t th• Iuncii 11 path, i it fails it just means that it was already set for that 
strn: onn.crcateStaterncnt 
sq! "SE'l 'lJJUU"'.. T HJ 'Tl N P/\TI I mmdb rys, URRl,NT 
FUN 'Tl N P/\'111"; 
Util.log this, "executing updut : " 1 • qi ; 









} catch Uava.sql.SQL xception se) { 
//Util.log(this, "benign!'! "+ se.toString()); 
} catch Uava.lang.UnknownError ue) { 
//Util.log(this, "benign!'! "+ ue.toString()); 
} 
sq!= "SELECT" 
+"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+",Comment("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+",Filename("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+" FROM "+ tableName 
+"WHERE PATIENTID =\"'+patient ID+"\'" 
til.lo 1(this, "cxccutinu query: " I· sql): 
rs= stmt.cxccutc ucrytsql); 
display corcdDBlmagcs(r ); 
} catch (Throwable e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} finally { 
try { 
if (r !=null) { 
rs.close ): 
til.log(this,"result set closed"): 
} 
if ( nn !=null { 
c nn. lo c(): 
til.lou this,"connection closed"); 
[catch Thr \ abl e) { 
c.print: ta k Tracct): 
} 
private void proccssRttricvcTR/\ SVERSEVIEW(){ 
Sirin, paticr1tll) null; 
Strin • na1m: null; 











PatientData patientData =null; 
Connection conn= null; 
Statement strut =null; 
ResultSet rs= null; 
try { 
conn= getDBConnection(); 
Util.log(this, "connection opened"); 
String sql =null; 
II try to set the function path, if it fails, it just means that it was already set for that 
pooled connection 
try { 
stmt = conn.createStatement(); 
sql ="SET URRENT FUNCTION PATH= mmdbsys, 
CURRENT FUN Tl N PATI I"; 
Util.log(this, "executing update." 1 sql); 
stmt.executc pdatc(sql); 
} catch Uava.sql.SQLEx cption sc) { 
llUtil.log(this, "benign!!!"+ se.to tring()); 
} catch Uava.lang.UnknownError ue) { 
/IUtil.log(this, "benign!!! "+ ue.toString())· 
} 
sql ="SELECT" 
+"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn ")" 
+".Comment("+ imageColumn +")" 
+".Filename("+ image olumn +")" 
+ " FR ~ " + tableName 
"\~HR PATIENTID=\'"+patientlD+"\'"; 
Util.l g thi . "exe uting qu r : "+ sql); 
rs .'tmt.cxc utcQucr, qi ; 
lisplay c rcdDBlmages rs); 
} cal .h Thr wablc e) { 
e.print,'tackTracc ); 
1 final I { 
Ir { 
i r rs !- nu II { 
rs.close 
til.log(this,"rcsult set closed"); 
I 
J 
if' cc nn ! null { 
conn.close ); 
















private void qbicQuery() { 
Util.log(this, "qbicQuery l "); 
Connection conn= null; 
Statement stmt =null; 
Re ultSet rs= null; 
Statement stmt2 =null· 
ResultSet rs2 =null; 
Statement stmt =null; 
RcsultSct rs =null; 
tring patientlD =null; 
tring name =null; 




Util.log(this "connection opened"); 
String sql =null; 
String ql2 =null; 
String ql3 =null: 
set for that p 
ct the fun tion path. if it foils. it just means that it was already 
t r I { 
sql 




Tl P 1 H = mmdbsys, CURRENT 
til.log(thi , "executing update:"+ sql); 
, tmt. xccute pdate(sql); 
} catch ia a. qi. QL xception se) { 
II til.log thi , "benign!!!"+ se.toString()); 
} catch ia a.lang. nknown rror ue) { 
II ti I.log this, "benign!l! "+ ue.toString()); 
sql "Sl~LI: ''I " 
"'I humbnailt" 1 imn • ·Col111n11 1 ")" 










+",Filename("+ imageColumn +")" 
+ " FROM " + tableName 
+"WHERE PATIENTID =\"' + patientID + "\"' 
Util.log(this, "executing query: "+ sql); 
rs= stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
d isplayScoredDB lmages(rs); 
try { 
stmt2 = conn.createStatement(); 
sql2 ="SET CURRENT FUNCTION PATH= mmdbsys, CURRENT 
FUN TION PATH"; 
Util.log(this, "executing update: "+ sql2); 
stml2.cxecutc U pdate(sq 12); 
} catch (java.sql.SQLExccption sc) { 
II iil.loguhis, "bcni 111! ! ! " sc.10Strin 1()); 
} catch (java.lang.UnknownError uc) { 
llUtil.log(this, "benign!!! " uc.io Iring()); 
} 
sql2 ="SELE T" 
+"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+",Comment("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+".Filename("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+"FROM"+ tableName 
+"\\HERE PATIENTID =\'"+patient ID "\"' 
til.l g(thi . "executing query:"+ sqL : 
rsz = tmL.execute ucr (sql ): 
display orcdfjBlmauc (rs_): 
l l' I { 
strut conn. rcntc t tcmcnt(); 
sql " 'ET ' RRI: T F Tl P TH= mrndbsys, CURRENT FUNCTION 
P/\TI I"; 
Util.log thi .. "ex curing update:"+ sql3); 
strnt .e ccute pdate(sql3); 
} .mch iava. qi. QL xception se) { 
II til.log(this, "benign!!!"+ se.toString()); 
} catclt Ua a.lang. nknownError uc) { 
llUtil.log thi , "benign!!! "+ ue.toString()); 
I 
J 
I "Sl·.l.F, ··1 " sq . . . 
I "'I humbnailt" I i111a1• .Column. I")" 
", '01111rn.:nt " 1 imn 1 • '0!1111111. 1" 11 










+" FROM "+ tableName 
+"WHERE PATIENTID = \"' + patientID + "\'"; 
Util.log(this, "executing query: "+ sql3); 
rs3 = stmt3 .executeQuery( sq 13 ); 
displayScoredDB lmages(rs3); 
} catch (Throwable e) { 
e. printStackTrace(); 
} finally { 
try { 
if (rs !=null) { 
rs.closet); 
Util.log(this,"result et closed"); 
} 
if (rs2 l=null) { 
rs2.closc(); 
til.log(this,"rcsult2 set closed"); 
} 
i r (rs ! = 11 LI II) { 
rs_,.closc(); 
Util.log(this,"result3 set closed"); 
} 
if (stmt !=null) { 
stmt.close()· 
Util.log(this,"statement clo ed"); 
} 
if (stmt2 !=null) { 
stmt2.clo e(); 
til.log(thi ." tatement closed"); 
} 
if (stmt"' !=null) { 
. trnt .close( ; 
til.l o thi ." tatement closed"); 
} 
if c nn !=null) { 
conn.clo ef): 
til.log thi ,"connection closed"); 
} 
) cutch Throwable e) { 
c.rri11tStackTracc( ; 
} 










Util. log(this, "d isplayScoredDB Images"); 
java.util.Vcctor filesV =new java.util.Vector(); 
String[] file =null; 
try { 
int row= O; 
while (rs.next()) { 
System.out.println("row[" +(++row)+"]"); 
II clear and delete previous retrieved files 
11 if (row == I ) { 
II processC\earAction(); 
II } 
int column= O; 
bytel) thumbnail= rs.getBytes(++column); 
String comment= rs. 1etString( +column): 
Strine filelvamc =rs. 1ctStrin 1(·! +column); 
II double score= rs. ictl oublcf 1 column); 
S ystcm.out .print In( 
"\t thumbnail: " 
+((thumbnail== null)? "null" : "byte array") 
+ "\t comment: " 
+comment 
+ "\t fileName: " 
+ fileName): 
if (fileName !=null) 
file ame = parseFileName(fileName); 
if (thumbnail !=null) { 
II** thumbnail arc alway returned a GI F's **I 
trinu thum] nnil_format = "GIF"; 
trinu use File arne = 
r tri \ dDir +row+ "thumb_"+ ((fileName l= 
n t ti I 
'. fitc nme 
: ( .omrncnt 
" " thumbnail_format) 
"" thumbnail_format)); 
writc lmngc" File thumbnail, useFileName); 
files .adc use ·ilc ame); 
} 
} 
















if(filesV.size() > 0) { 
file =new String[filesV.size()]; 
file V.copylnto(files); 
} 
if (files !=null) { 
retrieved Files= files; 
for (inti= O; i <files.length; ++i) { 
icon_label =new Jl.abeltnew lmagelcon(files[i])); 
Search Resu ltsPanel .add(icon _labe I); 
} 
Search Resu I ts Panel .add(icon_label); 
carch Rcsu 1 tsf'nncl. rcpa int(); 




private void processQueryAction() { 
int error= O; 
String msg = nev String(""); 
II build qbic query string 
String file= ChooselmageTextField.getText().trim(); 
String qbicQuer =null; 
if (grp.getSelection().getActionCommand() =="TE TURE") { 
qbicQuet") = 




II .xc utc the qucr 1 
ii' qbi · uer 1 l=null) { 
int numbcr'T Rctrie e = O; 
.'trill, val - number Ilrnage , al.getText().trim(); 
ir( val! null && al.lcngth()>O)){ 
tr 
nurnbl:rToRctricve =Integer.par elnt(val); 
} catch umbcrFormatException e) { 
error I; 
!-llowl:rror thi'l "the number of' images IO r ·tri ·v · Ii .ld do ·s 1101 ·011t:1in 









if (numberToRetrieve < 0) { 
error= I; 
showError(this, "the number of images to retrieve field cannot be 
less than 0 (" + val + ")"); 
} 
try { 
if (numberToRetrieve > 0) { 
qbicQuery2( qbicQuery, numberToRetrieve ); 
} else { 
qbicQuery I (qbicQuery); 
} 






public void showError(JFramc f, trinu msg) 
{ 
final JDialog d =new JDialog(f, "Exception Caught", true); 
d.setSize( 400, 150)· 
JLabel I= new JLabel(); 
JTextArea ta= new JTextArea(); 
ta.setLine Wrap(true); 
ta.setWrapSt leWord(true); 
ta. etEditable(fal e): 
ta. et Border( orderfactory.crcate - mptylsorderl . . 5. 5)); 
ta.gctB rdcr ): 
ta .. ctBncku.r und(ncw lor(--0. __ Q, __ Q)); 
tn.appcndirn n); 
d. •t.:l ontentPnnc ) .. ctL y ut new BorderLayout()); 
d.gct 'c nicntl'anc ).add ta, BorderLayout.CENTER); 
JBull n b =ncw .I ult n("OK'l 
b.udd tionLi.tcncr new ctionListener() { 
1 ublic oid actionPcrformed(ActionEvent ev) { 
d.sct isiblc(fal e ; 
d.disp >SC 
}); 
JPnncl p 1H!W JPanel(); 
p.add (h ; 
p.sctl ackground ncv 'olor(220, 220, 220 ); 











d.sct Visible(true ); 
} 
private void processSelectFileAction() { 
JFileChooser chooser= new JFileChooser(); 
chooser.setDialogTitle("Select an image file"); 
int return Val= chooser.showOpenDialog(this); 
if(return Val== JFileChooser.APPROVE_ OPTION) { 
String fileSelected = chooser.getCurrentDirectory() + "\\" + 
choo er.getSelectedFile().getName(); 
Util.log(this, "file selected: "+ fileSelected); 
Choose I mageTextField.setText( fi leSelected); 
lmagelcon icon= new lmagelcon(fileSelected); 
cornparc'Tcl mage.set lcon(icon ); 
} 
} 
private void qbicQuery I ( tring qbic ucry) throws java.sql. QL _xccption { 
Util.log(this, "qbicQuery I"); 
Connection conn= null· 
Statement stmt =null; 
ResultSet rs= null; 
Statement stmt2 =null; 
ResultSet rs2 =null; 
Statement stmt3 =null: 
ResultSet rs" =null; 
t l') { 
c nn - net! B nnc tion( : 
ti l.log thi_," onnc tion p ned"); 
.'lring _ 11 =null: 
'Iring qL =null; 
. tring .ql3 =null; 
II try to set the function path if it fails, it just means that it was already 
sl:l for tlrnt p xilcd connection 
tr { 
stmt - conn.creatcStatement ); 
sql "SET 'URRI: T F N 'TION PATI I= mrndbsys, 
Cl JR l{l~NT Fl J ··110 I' A'l 11;.; 











} catch Uava.sql.SQLException se) { 
//Util.log(this, "benign!'! "+ se.toString()); 
} catch Uava.lang.UnknownError ue) { 
llUtil.log(this, "benign!!!"+ ue.toString()); 
} 
sql ="SELECT" 
+"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn +")" 
+",Comment("+ imageColumn +")" 
+",Filename("+ imageColumn +")" 
+ ",QBScoreFromStr(" + qbicQuery + "," + 
imageColumn +")AS SCORE"+ 
" FROM"+ tableName + 
"ORDER BY SCORE" 




stmt2 = conn.creat Statement(); 
sq12 ="SET CURRENT FUNCTION PATH= mmdbsys, 
CURRENT FUNCTION PATH"; 
Util.log(this. "executing update: "+ sql ); 
stmt2.executeUpdate sql2 ; 
} catch (ia a.sql.SQLException se) { 
II til.log(this. "benign!'! "+ se.to tring()); 
} catch (java.lang. nknown ~1T rue { 
II til.log(thi, "benign!!!"+ ue.to tring()); 
} 
s L=" :-L~ T" 
"Thumbnail("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
",Comment("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
+".Filename("+ imageColumn2 +")" 
",QBScoreFromStr(" + qbicQuery + "," + 
ima 'l: 'olumn .. II R ~" 
" FROM "+ tableName + 
" RD R BY SCORE" 
try { 
~ t 111 t con n .c rcu tcS tut cm en l(); 









sql3 ="SET CURRENT FUNCTION PATH= mmdbsys, 
URR NT FUNCTION PATH"; 
Util.log(this, "executing update: " + sql3); 
stmt3.executeUpdate(sql3); 
} catch Uava.sql.SQLException se) { 
//Util.log(this, "benign!!! "+ se.toString()); 
} catch Uava.lang.UnknownError ue) { 
//Util.log(this, "benign!!! " + ue.toString()); 
} 
Util.log(this, "executing query: "+ sq12); 
rs2 = stmt2.executeQuery(sql2)· 
display coredlmages(rs2); 
"Thumbnailf" image 
+ " ommcnt " irnag lumn 
"Filename " image olumn 
+" B c reFromStr "+ qbi Query+"," 
imageColumn3 +")AS SCORE"+ 
" FROM " + tableName + 
"ORDER BYS ORE" 
Util.log(this "e tecuting quer : "+ sql'I); 
rs3 = stmf' .exe uteQuer 1( q l )· 
QLE ception(e.toString()); 
if r !=null { 
r .clo e 
til.log(this,"result set closed"); 
r ·2 ! null { 
rs2.cl< sc ; 
Jtil.k>g this,"rcs dt2. •t ·I s 1d11 ; 
} 











Util.log(this,"result3 set closed"); 
} 
if (stmt !=null) { 
stmt.close(); 
Uti l.log(this,"statement closed"); 
} 
if (stmt2 !=null) { 
stmt2.close(); 
Util. log(this,"statement closed"); 
} 
if (stmt3 !=null) { 
stmt3.close(); 
Uti 1. log(this,"statement closed"); 
} 
if (conn!= null) { 
conn.closet): 
Uti l.log(this,"conncct ion closed"); 
} 






private void qbicQuer 2(String qbicQuer . int numberToRetrieve) throw' 
java. qi. QLExcepti n { 
til.lo •(thi . "qbi uer _ - number'T Retrieve:"+ numberToRetrieve); 
II Rctric c in image I a licnt buffer or file, based on QBIC query using 
ns .or .Frorn: tr D · 
II 
II TE T 
II B ... IM - the column name where the image is stored 
II 
· mncciion conn - null; 
Stutcrncnt sunt - null; 
l~csultScl rs null; 
try { 
conn get! 13 '011ncctio11( ; 










String sql =null; 
II try to set the function path if it fails, it just means that it was already 
et for that pooled connection 
try { 
stmt = conn.createStatement(); 
sql ="SET CURRENT FUNCTION PATH= mmdbsys, 
CURRENT FUNCTfON PATH"; 
Util.log(this, "executing update: "+ sql); 
stmt.executeUpdate(sql); 
} catch Uava.sql.SQLException se) { 
llUtil.log(this, "benign!!! "+ se.toString())· 
} catch Uava.lang.UnknownError ue) { 
llUtil.log(this, "benign!!! " + ue.toString()); 
} 
II execute the Bl query 
qi=" ~L " 
"Thumbnail(IMA ~_J " 
+" mmcnt(IMA E_lD)" 
+",Filename IMA E_ID)" 
+" S ORE" 
+"FROM TABLE" 
+" (Qb coreTBFromStr (" + qbicQuery 
+ ", \"' + tableName + "\'" 
+ " \"' + imaae olumn + "\"' 
' b 
+ ", "+ numberToRetrie e + ")" 
+")AS Tl" 
+" RD RBY RE" 
qi); 
LExceplion( e.toString()); t hnn 
lirnll 
try 










if (stmt !=null) { 
stmt.close(); 
Util. log(this,"statement closed"); 
} 










private void displayScoredlmages(ResultSet rs) throx s ja a.sql.SQLException { 
Util.log(this, "displa Scoredlmages"); 
java.util.Vector filesV =new java.util.Vector(); 
String[] files= null· 
try { 
int row= 0: 
' hi! (r .nextt) { 
) tern. ut.println("row[" +(++row)+'']'')' 
II I or and delete previ u rctrie ed files 
if' r w == I \ 
pro cs. lcar tiont); 
int olumn = O; 
b te[] thumbnail= rs.getBytes(++column); 
tring comment= rs.getString(++column); 
tring file ame = rs.getString(++column); 
double score= r .getDouble(++column); 
· tcm.out.println 
"\t thumbnail: " 
thumbnail== null)? "null" : "byte array") 
"\t comment: " 
1 comment 
1 "\t Ii le amc: " 
I file ;Jll1C 











if (fileName l=null) 
fileName = parseFileName(fileName); 
if (thumbnail !=null) { 
//** thumbnails are always returned as GIF's **/ 
String thumbnail_format = "GJF"; 
String useFileName = 
retrievedDir +row+ "thumb "+ ((fileName l= 
null) 
? (fileName + "." + 
thumbnai !_format) 
: (comment lt fl 
thumbnai !_format)); 













files= n w tringjfilc . .ize()]; 
files . 01 rlnt (file ; 
if fllcs != null { 
retric cd 'ilc. =file ; 
for inti= O; i <file .length; ++i) { 
i m_labcl = nev JLabel(new lmagelcon(files[i])); 
, carch Rcsu ltsPanel.add(icon_label); 
Scurchlic .ultsl'uncl.add icon label ; 
Scar<.:lil~csultsPar cl.repaint ; 
Search! csuhsl'unel.invalidatc ; 











private void writelmageToFile(byte[] image, String filename) { 
try { 
System.out.printlnfwriting image to file: 11 +filename); 
java.io.FileOutputStream file= new FileOutputStream(filename); 
file.write(image ); 
file.close(); 
System.out.println("image written to file: 11 + filename); 
} catch Uava.io.FileNotFoundException e) { 
System.out.println("writelmageToFile: 11 + e); 
} catch (java.io.lfrlixccption e) { 
ystem.out.println("writelmageToFile: "+ c): 
} 
} 
private String par cFileNarnc( String filcblarnc ) { 
java.util.StringTokenizer tok = nex ja a.util.StringTokenizer( filcName, "\\11 )· 
int count= tok.countTokens()· 
String token= null; 
for (inti= O· i <(count-I)· ++i token= tok.nextToken(); 
fileName = tok.nextToken(): 
return fileName; 
} 
private void proces lear ti n() { 
01111c-ti n c nn =null: 
Ir I ( 
II lose onnc tion 
if onn !=null) { 
nn.cl ); 
} 
} ill h · ava. qi. L xception e) { 
til.log this, e ; 
//thr )\ 11c' ProccssPatientCommandException(e.toString()); 
II .lcur in111 •cs from (jlJI 
textSl:ar .hl'ancl.rcmovc/vllt}; 
1cxtScarc.:hPancl.invalidate( ; 










jBullon I .removeAll(); 
jButton I .invalidate(); 
SearchResultsPanel.removeAll(); 
Search Resu ltsPanel. invalidate(); 
SearchResultsPanel.repaint(); 
SearchResultsPanel.doLayout(); 
II delete retrieved files from temporary file system storage 
if (retrieved Files!= null) { 
Util.loguhis, "deleted previously retrieved files"); 
for (inti= O; i < retrievedFile .length; ++i) { 





private java.sql.Conncction get DB onncction() throws java.sql.SQLExccption { 
Util.log(this, "getDBConnection")· 
java.sql.Connection connection= null; 
try { 
connection= Util.getDBConnection(); 




return c nnecti n: 
publi static c i J mnin( uing]] arg { 
II rend in parameter 
I o ilc 111 us c I ntn our c = Ial c; 
'tring pr vidcr R =null: 
, trin ' initial ntcxtFactory =null· 
i r ur rs.lcn rth 0 { 
Strin • pararn = arg [OJ; 
if parurn.cqualslgn re a e("useDataSource")) 
use ata .ource =true; 
i r ltscDataSoun.:e { 
if'(args.lcngtli I { 
providcrt lli l. args] 11; 










if (args.length > 2) { 
initialContextFactory = args[2]; 




II create QueryDB app 
J Frame.set Defau I tLookA nd Feel Decorated(true ); 
.I Dialog.setDefau It LookAnd Feel Decorated(true ); 
try 
{ 
U I Managcr.sctLookAndl·ccl("com.sun.jnva.swin , .pln f. windows. Windowsl.ook 
Andf'ccl"); 
} 
catch (Exception ex) 
{ 
System.out.println("Failed loading L&F: "); 
S stem.out.println(ex); 
} 
System.out.println("creating Quer DB instance"); 
Query DB q = nev Query DB(): 
System.out.println("Quer) DB instance created"); 













db2ext => connect to medical 
Database Connection Information 
Database server = DB2/NT 8.1.3 
Local database alias== MEDICAL 
db2ext =>enable database for db2image 
DMB00271: The current database is enabled for extender "db2image". 
db2ext = enable table patient for db2image 
DMl300281: Table "patient" is enabled for extender "db Zimagc". 
db2ext => ~N/\BLE LUMN patient oronalYIEW F R DB-IMA E 
DMl300291: olumn " oronalVlf W" in table "patient" is enabled for .xtcndcr 
"DB21M/\ " 
db2ext => ENABL ~ OLUMN patient agittalVIEW FOR DB-IM/\ E 
DMB00291: Column "sagittalVIEW'' in table "patient" is enabled for extender 
"DB21MAGE". 
db2ext ==>ENABLE COLUMN patient Trans erseVIEW FOR DB21MAGE 
DMB0029I: Column "Transverse VIEW" in table "patient" is enabled for extender 
"DB21MAGE". 
db2ext ==> 
db2ext ==>create qbic catalog patient CoronalVIEW on 
DMB00551: The "CREATE QBIC CATALOG" command completed successfully. 
db2ext=> 
db2ext =>create qbic catalog patient anittalYIEv\ on 
MBOO I: The" R T Bl TAL " mmand completed uccessfully. 
db2ext = create qbi cataloc patient Tran vcrscYIEW on 
DMBOO . I: The" RI::. T · Bl T L "c mmand completed successfully. 
g patient or nal I W 
Bl T L G" command completed successfully. 
g patient agittal lEW 
Bl T LOG" command completed successfully. 
g patient Transverse VIEW 
81 ' T LOG" command completed successfully. 
lb_ ·xt ' udd qbic feature texture 
I Ml\00551: The" l I OBI FE T RE" command completed successfully. 
db_ext iET HI ' ' T/\L I FO 
In th· ()Bl(' .atulo • for column TR/\ SY ~RSEYI ~w table DB2ADMIN.PATIENT, 
auto-cataloging ha« been .ct to C 
Thcr · ur · I features: 
()bT .xturcl'cuturc 'l:t'>S 
DMl300551: 'I hc " IET )Bl ' ';\T/\l.O(i I FO" command ·ompl ·1 ·d sue · ·:sl\ill 1. 









DMB00551: The "OPEN QBJC CATALOG" command completed successfully. 
db2ext =>GET QBIC CATALOG INFO 
In the QBIC catalog for column SAGITTALVIEW table DB2ADMIN.PATIENT, auto- 
cataloging has been set to ON. 
There are 0 features: 
DMB00551: The "GET QBIC CATALOG INFO" command completed successfully. 
db2ext => add qbic feature texture 
DMB00551: The "ADD QBIC FEATURE" command completed successfully'. 
db2ext =>GET QBIC CATALOG INFO 
In the QB!C catalog for column SAGITTALVIEW table DB2ADMIN.PATIENT auto- 
cataloging has been set to ON. 
There are I features: 
QbTcxturcFeaturc lass 
DMB00551: The "Gt~T QBI INF "command completed ucccssfully. 
db2cxt =>open qbic catalog patient oronalVI -:w 
MB00551: The" PEN BI J\ TJ\L " .onunand ornplctcd successfully. 
db2ext =>add qbi feature texture 
DMB00551: The "ADD QBI FEATURE" omrnand completed successfully. 
db2ext =>GET QBIC CATALOG INFO 
In the QBIC catalog for column CORONAL VIEW table DB_ADMlN.PATIENT, auto- 
cataloging has been set to ON. 
There are I features: 
QbTextureFeatureClass 










Appendix C USER MANUAL 
Preparation 
Before you can begin using the CBIR system, there are a few preparations to make. First 
and foremo t, you need to make sure that Java Software Development Kit (JDK) is 
installed in your operating system. 
At the time or the development of this system, the version or Java _ tandard 
Edition (.12SI::.) Development Kit that was used is jdk I. .O_O I. Ne' 'r vcrxions or the 
development kit may have been developed and arc LI ually backward cornpatibl with 
older versions. 
Make sure you dov nload and use the correct JDK according to the operating 
system you are using. Otherwise, the de elopment kit would not set up properly and 
yield installation errors. 
This CBlR sy tem was developed mainly under the .J real or Light Edition (L ~) 
v2.50 ID~ pr duced b 111 x ftwarc. The ight dition i a freeware available for 
·0111111 ·r ·iii II l:s . LI h n 
certain c 111po11 .nts. 
Tile second things need to do is to create a user account for the window, which 
ctBcan , lipse and JFrameBuilder to write coding of 
user numc is 'dbzudrnin" ' ith pas word 'user". After that, use the account to install 
son, ure l)H2 UI B Personal Edition for Window XP or 082 UOB Enterprise Editi n 










After install the 082 UDB, you can test the installation by type "db2start" 111 the 
command line processor. The successful installation is shown below. 
(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1993,2002 
Command Line Processor for DB2 SDK 8.1.3 
You can issue database manager commands and SQL statements from the command 
prompt. For example: 
db2 => connect to ample 
db2 =>bind sample.bnd 
For general help, type: ?. 
For command help, type:? command, where command can be 
the first few keywords or a database manager command. For example: 
? AT/\L G D/\TAB/\ t for help on the /\T/\L GI /\T/\B/\SE ornmnnd 
? /\T/\L for help on all of the /\T/\L i cornmands. 
To exit db2 interactive mode, type QUIT at the command prompt. utside 
interactive mode, all commands must be prefixed' ith 'db?'. 
To list the current command option settings, type LI T COMMAND OPTIONS. 
For more detailed help, refer to the Online Reference Manual. 
db2 => db2start 
SQL 1026N The database manager is al read acti e. 
db2 => 
After the instnllnti n f D _, ntinu with the installation of DB2 AlV Extenders. 
!\ ltcr finish this installati n, tc t th in tallation by type "dmbstart" in the DB2 AIV 









Now you can start create the database Medical and table with name PATIENT by type 
the following code in the D82 Command Line Processor. 
db2 =>create database medical 
db2 =>The CREATE DATABASE command completed successfully. 
db2 =>create table patient(patientlD char(l 0) not null primary key, Name long varchar,age 
char(4), Race char(12), CoronalVJEW mmdbsys.db2image, SagittalVIEW 
mmdbsys.db2 image, Transverse VIEW m mdbsys.d b2 image) 
J\ ftcr done these, refer the Appendix B to enable the larnbasc for db_irnngc which is the 
feature of the D82 J\IY Extenders. 










Demo for using the GUis 
After install the 082 software and configure the database installation, now can open the 
PATIENT folder and search for Diagnosislnsertlnterface. Open this java file, compile 
and run it. Accually the Diagnosislnsertlnterface MS-DOS Batch File was created to 
open the java automatically, but still not function cause by the bug in the 
Diagnosislnsertlnterface.java. Some procedure needs to perform with QueryDB.java 
After run the Diagnosislnscrtlntcrfocc, the Iollowin 1 interlace will prompt out which 
used to insert data and image .. 
G
---- - - 
~ (h"g_l)OSis lnteifMt ---- -- 
j ~Phase 
t••. 
r, D Ii;: ,---~---- - 
! 










After insert the data and image, click the summit button. Please define and use the 
correct images. The sample image below is just for demo. 
Perform function of insert 
data into table PAT! ENT 
Rec.e Chnese 
Clear the data on 
the interface - - · 
~~~-------FA. l >-l•· i ~~ 
User Interface after browse the images and type in the data 
·1 he followin 1 statement i shown if the insert pr cess perform successfully. 
8 onncction 
... 10. : .... 2: ( 1MT 08:00) patient.util. til >> getContent - filename: 
I :\PATii~ T\puticnt\images\cor nal.jpg 
iMT 08:00) paticnt.util. til 
.-·10. :2 .. : 9 1MTI 08:001 paticnt.util. til 
content loaded 
get ontent - filename: 
:\P /\Tl ENT\paticnt\imagc ·\sagittal.jpg 
·10. :22: 9 iMTI 08:001 paticnt.util.Util content loaded 









I lion 1'.'-. '.' hincs c') 
.,· 10 : __ :41 T 8:00] patient.re u st.pr ess.ProcessPatientEntry >>statement prepared: 
INSl:RT I T( 
P /\Tl ·NT I Tll:. Tl , or nalvi w, aginalvie\v,transverseview,name,age,race) VALUES ('2 
00<1_00 '.t\ Ml 13, , .I B .. lrnage RR T SERYER,CAST(? AS 
BUl318i87.'.JPCJ'.I, ,T( LL LOG 
V/\R '11/\R .'', OB 'Y '.Dl321magc 
HL H( 11883 ).'JP i', I, '/\ST LL /\S LO G V 
/\I{ '11/\R ," ,MMI 13SYS.Dl321rnagc.: 'Ul{RE T SERVER, /\ST(? /\S 
BLOll 14 <JS ),'JP r.r, '/\S'I( lJl,l,/\S U i Y/\1~ ~ll/\lq,11),'Wo11F 'hun 
I lion •'.'2 ',' 'hi11<.!S(.;1) 
D:\PA Tl ENT\patient\images\transvere.jpg 
>>l03:22:39 GMT+08:00] patient.util.Util >>content loaded 
> > [03 :22 :39 GMT +08 :00] patient. request.process.ProcessPatient Entry > > execute 
>>[03 :22:39 GMT +08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >> checkPatientData 
>>[03:22:39 GMT +08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >> getDBConnection 
>>[03:22:39 GMT +08:00] patient.util.Util >> getDBConnection 
>>[03:22:39 GMT+08:00] patient.util.Util >> usingjdbcURL: jdbc:db2:medical 
>>[03:22:40 GMT+08:00] patient.util.Util >>connection opened 
>>[03:22:40 GMT+08:00] patient.request.proce s.ProcessPatientEntry in erlPatient - 
paticntld: 20042005 
>>ro :22:40 MT+08:00] paticnt.rcqu .st.pro .css.l'roccssl'uucnuintry prepare statement: 
IN ERT INT 
PA TIENT(PA Tl NTID coronal icx .sagiual icw.transvcrscvicx .numc.a 1c,race) V /\LUE 
('20 
042005',MMDBSYS.DB2lmage(CURRENT SERVER,CAST(. AS 
BLOB(J 8687)),'JPG', I CAST(NULL S LONG 
VARCHAR),"),MMDBSYS.DB2Image(C RRENT SERVER.CA T(? A 
BLOB(J 1883)),'JPG'. l .CAST(N LL AS LONG V 
RCHAR),").MMDBSYS.DB-lmage(C RR T SERVER.C T(? A 










>>[03 :22:4 7 GMT +08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>connection closed 
>>[03:22:47 GMT+08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>Patient created 
Patient table populated 
>>[03:22:41 GMT+08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>execute statement 
>>l03:22:47 GMT+08:00] patient.reque t.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>statement executed 
>>[03:22:47 GMT+08:00) patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>statement closed 
>>[03:22:47 GMT+08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>Patient Info inserted 
>>[03:22:47 GMT +08:00] patient.request.process.ProcessPatientEntry >>connection 
committed 
In order to retrieve the image, run the ucry 13.java. the folio' inu interface will prompt 
out. This interface can use to retrieve images b text search and texture search. The 
results sometime are not accurate or correct. 













Choose an image and click the QUERY button. This will perform the CBlR method 
based on texture. The results sometimes are not accurate. 
Pstlerl; 10 
Nome 
(~) Te)(f~.. Nunibef 01 ~t)IO rett•ve 











After click the view model button, the following application will prompt out. 
I 
11 Text S.Olch 
PallerC K) 200•2005 Modelf.•1ess Re•d•• 
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